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Editorial
Frequent questions I get asked when I am speaking to people with no connection to dentistry are, “Do

we have a dental museum in the UK?”, quickly followed up by, “Where is it?” If I am speaking to
members of the dental profession, I am told that there was once a small museum in a dental school or
university or a surgery set up in a local heritage museum but uncertainty as to whether the collection or
display is still in existence. Very often a medical museum has a small section where there is a display of
old dental instruments, a chair or a treadle drill. A museum solely dedicated to dentistry and associated
with a world class library of dental books is extremely rare. So, my questions are: why are dental museums
so difficult to find? and why are they disappearing?  We know that the attendance at the “Teeth” exhibition
at the Wellcome Museum, attracted enormous crowds on a daily basis, and many of the exhibits came
from the BDA Museum. The Museum and Library at the BDA in London are totally focussed on dentistry
and do attract many visitors. They have an amazing collection of artefacts and books, but are hampered
by the lack of display space and the costs of conserving and storing the collection.  Money is clearly an
issue, so if you value the collections relating to our profession and would like to contribute to improving
the displays, then your support is needed. Details of how you can gift aid can be found on the museum
and library website. Another way to help is to join the happy band of volunteers under the expert eye of
the Head of Museum Services, Rachel Bairsto. The volunteers at the BDA Museum are also Lindsay
Soc members and their contribution to our dental heritage is immense, carrying out: cataloguing, family
history searches, speaking to tour groups or visitors, oiling and cleaning equipment, manning stalls at
exhibitions, entering numbers into computers, answering enquiries. New recruits would be very welcome,
contact Rachel if you are interested.

In 2019, I went to Vienna to visit the Dental Museum which was part of the Josephinum Collection
of the Medical University of Vienna. Having been told that this was a dental museum I must see, I eagerly
looked up the website which invites visitors to the Tooth Museum at the Josephinum. But looking for
the opening hours, found to my disappointment that the museum was closed for repairs. Further enquiries
were made and I discovered that the Dental Museum had been moved to Linz. So, an hour’s train ride
from Vienna, I eventually found the Zahnmuseum. Linz is a city in Upper Austria located on the banks
of the River Danube. It is a stop- off point for many of the cruises that go up and down this river. If you
do decide to visit the museum be sure to take the address as the taxi driver had never heard of a dental
museum but could find the postal address. The museum is located in the Old Town Hall and is a large
room divided into cubicles by curtains. Each cubicle had a dental surgery with a chair, light, bracket
table and cabinets. The equipment represents surgeries from 1867 to 1974.The displays were in
immaculate condition and looked as though they had just been delivered from a show room. There were
x ray machines and a CEREC milling machine on display. The oldest wooden barber’s chair dated from
1720. The museum was unmanned which in my opinion was a big disadvantage as there was nobody
available to answer any questions.

20019 was also a milestone in my family as my mother, celebrated her 100th birthday. Naturally I
have asked her about her experiences of dental treatment 90+ years ago in rural Northern Ireland. She
recalls attending Miss Wallace, BDS in Ballynahinch and can remember her using the treadle drill for a
filling. My mother remembers that Miss Wallace was selected for her treatment as she was a qualified
dental surgeon, described as a fine woman and one of the early female dental graduates from Queens
University, Belfast. She relates that it was a source of pride that such a small town had a qualified dental
surgeon. It interested me that my grandparents, who had no dental connections, chose to attend a fairly
newly qualified dental surgeon rather than an unqualified practitioner of which I gather there were several.

So, looking forward to 2020, which is the 100th anniversary year of the BDA Dental Library, do we
need a museum of dental history and collections of books? My response is an unreserved yes. Why,
because held within these collections are the reasons, the research, the developments, the records of how
dentistry has evolved into the profession we recognise today. The BDA Museum and Library are treasures
that the profession must promote and protect so please give them your full support.
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Death
Professor James Muir Mumford 1923-2019
Graduates from Liverpool Dental School will be sad to hear of the death of Professor James Muir

Mumford. Jim Mumford was a legend in the Conservation Department and will be remembered by many
who spent their formative dental years in Pembroke Place.

Images of the Zahnmuseum, Linz
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Lindsay Society Meeting 2019

The 2019 Annual Conference of the Lindsay Society was held in Leicester on the first weekend in
October. The meeting was held in the Roger Bettles Centre, which proved to be a great location with
excellent facilities. This conference was probably one of the most interesting and enjoyable weekends
we have had and great credit should go to our Honorary Secretary, Brian Williams for his attention to
detail. There were many varied and informative lectures and of course no visit to Leicester is complete
without a visit to the Richard III tomb in Leicester Cathedral. The Arms of England and Richard’s White
Boar banner stand either side of the tomb and were given to Leicester Cathedral by the Richard III Society.
The following pictures show Lindsay Society members enjoying their weekend.
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The Cartwright family has gone down in the
annals of dental history as one of the great dental
dynasties, apparently working harmoniously side
by side in practice and for the reform of the dental
profession at a time when anybody could set out a
sign and operate on a tooth. However, a cache of
letters unearthed from a box donated to the BDA
Museum by the late C Bowdler Henry1 challenges
this notion of family togetherness and has led to the
surprising discovery of a very well kept secret.

Fathers and their Sons - The Samuel Cartwrights Senior and Junior

Helen Nield
Abstract: This paper explores the relationship between Samuel Cartwright FRS and his son, Samuel
Cartwright FRCS LDS through a number of letters written between Cartwright junior and his future wife
Susannah Mathias. A love story and a family secret; a father and son in bitter disagreement, but united
in the cause of dental reform.
Keywords: Samuel Cartwright, Samuel Cartwright junior, Dental Reform, Nineteenth Century, Dental
dynasties

Samuel Cartwright senior – published in Transactions of
the Odontological Society of Great Britain April 7, 1879

Samuel Cartwright senior was born on the 7th

September, 1788 not in Northampton as the
Dictionary of National Biography would have it but
rather in London. His parents, the non-conformist
Thomas Cartwright and his wife Catherine had been
married at St Andrew’s Holborn eight years
previously. They proceeded to register five children

in the birth register of Eagle Street Baptist Church,
Red Lion Square, the fourth of which and third son
was Samuel.2 In the same register can be found the
name of Samuel’s first wife, Anna Hickson born on
the 21st March, 1786 the daughter of William
Hickson and his wife Ruth who were living in the
parish of St Clement Danes, Westminster.

Early on in his adult life Samuel Cartwright
senior learnt his trade at the feet of the great royal
dentist, Charles Dumergue.3 The latter died on the
25th June 1814, and ten days later Samuel entered
a notice in the Morning Post stating, “Charles
Dumergue, Esq. deceased – Mr Cartwright,
Surgeon-Dentist, confidential and only Assistant to
the late lamented Mr Dumergue,”4 making sure to
include his address, 6 Little Ormond Street, Queen
Square where he seems to have begun his own
practice around 1811.5 By 1813 he was confident
enough to marry, and he and Anna Hickson wed on
the 23rd September of that year.6 Children Anne,
Samuel, William and Charles Thomas followed at
regular intervals and the family’s growing fortunes
are reflected in their removal first to 8 Bedford
Place, a “substantial well-built town mansion”7 and
then by 1823 to 32 Old Burlington Street8 described
as “An Elegant Freehold Residence adapted in
every respect to the perfect accommodation of a
Family of Fashion.”9 The latter residence along with
the offices at the back on Cork Street would remain
in the family for nearly a century.

Samuel’s wife, Anne died on the 6th December
1827, “after a long and painful illness”10 and was
buried on the 11th December at the non-conformists’
cemetery of Bunhill Fields Burial Ground, City
Road, London.11 This left Samuel with four children
aged between 7 and 13 to bring up by himself.

After this time, he seems to have embedded
himself firmly in the establishment being elected to
the Athenaeum Club in 1830,12 joined the Prince of
Wales Lodge on the 20th May 1831 after being
initiated into Freemasonry in the Royal Inverness
Lodge 648 at the end of 182513 and had his children
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baptised in the Church of England at St James’s,
Piccadilly in 1831 and 1832.14 He was known for
hosting convivial evenings with well known guests,
the great Paganini attending at least one in 1832
reported by the Morning Post, “Samuel Cartwright,
Esq., gave a Musical Party at his house in
Burlington Street last evening, at which many of
our professional favourites were present. Paganini
delighted the company with his wonderful talents
on the violin.”15

Samuel Cartwright junior, meanwhile, who was
born on the 25th October, 1815 entered as a
pensioner at Trinity College, Cambridge on the 24th

April, 1832 at the age of 16, matriculating in the
Michaelmas Term16 - not being a scholar, his father
would have been paying his fees. Presumably he
was attending medical lectures but with no surgical
course available at Cambridge at the time, Samuel
junior returned to London without graduating in
order to continue his surgical education at the
London Hospital in Whitechapel, gaining his
MRCS on March 9th, 1838.17

Enter Susannah Mathias
The first letter that we have is written by Samuel

Cartwright junior to Susannah Mathias on what
seems to be the 22nd September of that year. Samuel
has been ill, but is recovering and writes, “This day
has not the charm for me which the last eight have
had. I miss thy cheering and valued presence. I
experienced an entire cessation from troubling
thoughts, for the pleasure of looking forward to
seeing you on the morrow… Every fresh intercourse
seems to add to my affection at every meeting I find
more reason to feel happy in possessing such a love
as yours. Would that these meetings now, could be
as frequent as they once were.”

Susannah, the daughter of Daniell Mathias,
rector of St Mary’s, Whitechapel and his wife
Elizabeth née Lafont was born on April 26th, 1817.18

She had two elder brothers and sisters, two younger
sisters and a younger brother. Her father died in
1837, at which time her mother moved down to
Great Torrington in North Devon. Susannah split
her time between her mother in the West Country
and her grandmother, Jane Lafont at Barns Lodge,
Kings Langley in Hertfordshire. How Samuel and
Susannah met is a matter of speculation but it is
possible that whilst the former was at the London
Hospital, he attended her father’s church.

The second letter is written by Susannah from
Torrington to Samuel at 18 Whitechapel Road

nearly a year later on August 14th, 1839. Samuel
again is ill and she writes, “…how much reason I
have had to be thankful to Divine Providence for
having preserved to me that which I must prize upon
earth while I have my being my affection for you
will know no decline – increase it cannot. I trust
that we may be permitted to enjoy many years of
happiness together…” Samuel responds in pencil
on the 23rd August, “I have more use in my limbs
and expect to leave this on Tuesday or Wednesday…
Yours devoted until death.”

Samuel Cartwright junior.  Chalk drawing, 1849, attributed
to T. Landseer. Credit: Wellcome Collection

Samuel junior struggles to begin his working life
At first, everything seems to have been going

well for Samuel junior in his chosen profession.
When called as a witness in two Old Bailey trials
on the 22nd October, 1838 he states that he lives in
Burlington Street19,”I assist my father – I am not in
partnership with him – I receive part of the profits
of the business…I first began to receive part of the
profits last September, during the time my father
was out of town – I saw patients, and then received
fees…there was no partnership in writing…”20

However, rather than formalising the partnership,
in 1840 Samuel senior invited the son of his older
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sister, Ann and her husband, Josiah George to join
him instead.  John George had finished his medical
studies at University College in 1839, “one of the
most able students of his time”.21 Despite having
had no plans to become a dentist,22 he accepted his
uncle’s tempting offer to move to 32 Old Burlington
Street leaving Samuel junior to make his own way
in his chosen profession. Something must have gone
very wrong between father and son.

By the next letter, written on December 4th, 1840,
from the Parthenon Club on Lower Regent Street,
Samuel has recovered his health and has been
spending his time trying to find somewhere to live
and work. He has failed to get rooms with Dr James
Copland FRS, a physician who had a practice at 5
Old Burlington Street since Copland thinks it “infra
dig to let his rooms to a brother professional
especially as it incurs an extra brass plate on the
door.” Samuel is disappointed as “I rather flattered
myself that I should have been ere long snugly
housed at number 5.” Apart from house hunting he
talks of spending an evening with his brother
William, a student at Brasenose College, Oxford
where Susannah’s father had been a tutor. Samuel
senior is mentioned for the first time in the
correspondence as he states baldly, “I have had no
further conversation with my father.”

Just over a month later on the 30th January, 1841
we get an intriguing letter directed from 32 Old
Burlington Street and sent to “My beloved
Susannah” which contains clues as to why father
and son might have been at odds. Samuel junior has
spent a “very disagreeable day” but is now
engaging in the “pleasurable task” of writing but
wishes “that the necessity of writing were done
away with by having you always by me, but that is
a blessing of too bright and happy a nature while
my present dark Fate hangs over me. When I
mentioned…that my regard for you made me feel
the unpleasant position of my affairs the more, I
only intended to refer to one point the inability on
my part from want of means, of having you always

”…the baby is a nice little fellow, I begin to pity him…”

near me in the sweet character of wife – with regard
to my other vexations the thought of your affection
often cheers me.” He is still looking for somewhere
to live and despite his problems with his father he
is planning to ask him to look over a possible place
on the latter’s return from a short visit to De la Bore
House in Pangbourne. Samuel junior continues
mysteriously, “She has not gone with him. I have
not thank heavens seen her for two days.” A few
lines later he takes up this theme again, “I have just
had a benign visit from Mrs W and the child. Talk
of the [line drawing of a devil] and he’s sure to
appear. She is in a wonderfully amiable humour –
the baby is a nice little fellow, I begin to pity him
already…”

Mrs W is in fact Mrs Anne Welch, née
Bloxsome. Born in 1811 in Dursley,
Gloucestershire she married John Gregory Welch
on 5th January, 1830 in Dursley.23 They had one
baby who died and a second child, Georgina Annie
born in 1834. At some point between her birth and
1840 they separated and she met Samuel
Cartwright, 23 years her senior. Divorce was
difficult to obtain at this time and any appearance
of impropriety on the part of a married woman
would have meant irreparable damage to her
reputation. Nonetheless, Samuel senior moved
Anne into the family home where she gave birth to
Stewart Durance Davies Cartwright, Samuel
junior’s half brother on the 26th July, 1840.24 Were
the plethora of names bestowed upon him an
attempt to compensate for his birth out of wedlock?
This was the baby “pitied” by Sam junior – was it
for being illegitimate, a real and legal stigma at the
time if publicly known or for having Sam senior as
his father or a loose woman as his mother? Was
Samuel ousted from the Old Burlington Street
practice position because of his attitude to his
father’s domestic situation? The tone of this letter
shows he had no respect for his father’s young
mistress, a mere four years older than himself. From
the correspondence it is also clear that Samuel
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senior was very against his son marrying Susannah
Mathias – was this the main cause of friction? It is
not clear why he was so against the match, unless
he wished him to make a more glittering and
monied one such as that of his older sister eight
years earlier when she married the wealthy William
Hawes, son of a soap manufacturer and later a
banker, boyhood friend of Isambard Kingdom
Brunel.25 The daughter of a Whitechapel vicar was
probably not what he had envisaged for his son’s
future.

It is worth noting that Samuel senior and Anne
Welch went on to have a daughter, Laura Fitzroy
Cartwright two years later and married discreetly
shortly after Anne’s first husband died, at Christ
Church, St Pancras on May 26th 1848 declaring their
address of residence to be 7 Gloucester Terrace
presumably in an attempt to keep it from becoming
public knowledge that they had not already been
married. It is debatable if their children ever knew
of their illegitimate status26 – even on the 1841
census Mrs Welch is listed as Ann Cartwright.

The next letter that we have is from February
17th, 1841 almost a week after Samuel senior was
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society for “being
distinguished in his profession, attached to science
and anxious to promote its progress.”27 Once again
Samuel junior is writing from the Parthenon Club
and has just returned from a visit to Susannah
declaring that he wishes his visits “could be more
frequent soon I fervently hope and trust they may
be.” He continues bitterly, “I will keep my plans and
intentions to myself I do not see that I need wait my
Father’s sanction, he has proved himself totally
careless of my welfare and comfort, and as it is a
step in life the most important and sacred in its
character – one which affects my happiness and
what is more the happiness of one who has trusted
her affections to me I have no right to be under the
control of others.” There is some good news in that
he has found a set of rooms in Sackville Street
which looks suitable and the proprietor is going to
come and speak to his father, “and we shall then
come to some finite arrangement. I talked to my
Father this morning, he seems willing that I should
take the rooms – but he utters the most cutting
sayings and his sentiments and views are selfish,
tyrannical and unfair. I kept my temper and
received his abuse and false accusations in silence.”

Samuel senior seems also to have been at odds
with his son William who, at this time had recently

gained his BA from Brasenose College. According
to Samuel junior, “My father appears determined
to make William give up his money to assist in
purchasing the Irish living [parish], he even
declares that he will not do anything until he
promises it. William is firm in persisting to the
contrary, and he cannot do it without committing
Simony.”28 The latter seems to have resisted his
father but did have the parish of Itchingfield in
Sussex presented to him in 1845 when its patronage
was purchased in 1843 either by his father29 or his
brother-in-law, William Hawes.30

Finally starting up in practice
There is now a gap of seven months before, in

the subsequent letter dated the 15th September we
hear that Samuel junior is finally safely ensconced
at 9 Sackville Street and is attempting to attract
patients less than five minutes’ walk away from his
father’s practice. The letter describes how he has
“crawl’d about London…knocking at doors and
giving flunkeys my pasteboards.” However, without
much success, as a vaunted trip to Margate with a
friend is weighed against “the chance of a patient
coming, it is 100000000000000 to 1…I sit so [small
coloured drawing of himself sitting on a monument
in a top hat!] all day and console myself with
imagining that all my patients are out of town that
in fact I am a fashionable practitioner…”
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Over the next couple of months, he has obviously
continued to find it difficult to attract patients as in
the next letter, dated November 2nd he is
apologising, “I did not intend my last letter to blue
Devil you.” He has drawn a sequence of dancing
blue devils and Susannahs up the side of the page
and declares, “I was not so blue as the little Devils
were coloured. I intended the epistle to have
conveyed to the reader a burlesque interpretation
rather than a melancholy one – but as the sight of
the azure spirits tints your imagination I have given
you in this first page a sufficient sample hoping that
smiling sensations may be produced…” By this time
he has managed to gain some work at a “Miss
Grants establishment,” obtaining a guinea and a half
for tying the teeth of a little girl, “Miss Grant
expressed herself as quite satisfied” and his sister
Anne “says I am well approved of at the
establishment.” However, he has had no new
patients at Sackville Street. Nevertheless, he has an
idea to recruit patients in a more relaxed setting, “I
have received a note from the Secy of the Madrigal
Society. I shall join it again – for two reasons –
pleasure and it may bring me patients and it is not
expensive.”

Although his father disapproved of Samuel
junior’s marriage, Susannah’s family were
obviously in favour and we hear in this letter that
he has received a note from “Mrs Mathias,”
Susannah’s mother, about her younger brother,
Octavius. However, despite everything, he is
obviously still receiving a quarterly allowance from
his father (up to a point): “I have not received my
quarter from father likely he is waiting till he
arrives in town…I hope I shall not have to write –
should not like that at all at all. My dear Father and
your affectionate Son would make him sick I fear…I
may hope if I do not imagine it possible, that he may
alter some day – I wish that it was a little fairer for
you. I fear you cannot patronize the donkey.”

On November 26th, Samuel senior writes to the
American dentist, Chapin Harris in receipt of his
honorary DDS from Baltimore College of Dental
Surgeons31 on the same day that Samuel junior
writes to Susannah from Sackville Street. The latter
may not have had many paying patients but the
family are making use of him as he is off to visit
his sister and her husband because “the Boys gums
require lancing.” This was Charles, their just over
one-year-old son. Samuel cheers himself up at the
report from a servant, William Barber employed by
his father,32 that Samuel senior and Mr George “are

Susannah Cartwright, 1875. BDA Museum Collection

not friendly and that the latter individual is very
miserable in appearance and grumbles.” Barber,
apparently, is giving away Samuel junior’s cards to
patients at Old Burlington Street and says that,
“many refuse to see John George when they know
he is only Mr Cartwright’s nephew.” Sam has
actually now had one patient “and extracted a large
tooth – he said he would call again – he said I took
it out well & had been to OBS but my father was
too busy to see him.” He has only made 2 pounds
and 1 shilling in November, but, nevertheless his
wedding plans are coming to fruition and he writes
that, “I condescended to tell Eliza [Susannah’s
sister] that I hoped to see you mine in March.”

This is the last letter that we have from Samuel
to Susannah. The next comes from Susannah on the
31st March 1842, twelve days before their marriage
and six days before Samuel senior’s daughter Laura
was born. It is full of plans for the wedding and
begins, “I was very pleased to receive the letter from
you after black Monday. I was going on my return
to Barns to shed tears about the cake but I could
not allow myself to be so foolish…I much thank you
for complying with my wishes on the subject…”
There is some discussion of ribbons, “I still dearest
prefer my white ribbon for my ‘going off bonnet’ as
you please to term it but have no objection to put
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on one of your choosing.” White gloves have been
ordered for the servants and Samuel’s sister and
brother-in-law are to go back to Susannah’s
grandmother’s after the wedding. She appears to be
a very practical woman, telling Sam how much to
pay for the ribbon, asking him to “tell Anne what
sum she is to give for the cake” and instructing, “I
think you had better not have the drawing room
curtains up until a few days before you return to
Sackville Street.” Samuel has obviously been
continuing to discuss his dental practice with her as
she declares, “I am pleased with your patients I like
to hear of them coming from Burlington Street your
fees I think will amount to the sums you named. You
have every reason to be well satisfied with your
success after having been once under your
professional hand if all patients think with myself
they would be very willing to trust themselves a
second time.” Father and son still have not been
reconciled and the former has, apparently, been kept
in the dark about the details of their marriage as
Susannah tries to make peace, “I wish that you
would write to inform your father of the day decided
upon by us…”

Samuel senior does not seem to have attended
the wedding as he did not sign the marriage
certificate. The two were married at the parish
church of Kings Langley on the 12th April, 1842
with William Cartwright as the officiating minister
(this could have been either Sam’s brother or uncle)
and witnessed by Susannah’s uncle, sister and
younger brother.33

The last letter of this sequence comes from
Susannah Cartwright written at Barns Lodge on July
14, 1842 and opens, “It seems very strange to
resume my old occupation of writing to you and not
altogether pleasant yet very different is the task now
to what it used to be knowing that I am yours for
ever…I really do feel very sorry to be here without
you and am determined not to be absent from you
again…all the morning I have been sitting under
the trees in the field and feel better than I do in
London yet not so happy you are everything to me.”
Once again, though, Samuel is ministering to the
family as the letter ends with a postscript, “Do not
forget the Myrrh and [unreadable] root and
instruments for a large cavity a tooth in the upper
jaw.”

32 Old Burlington Street at last
John George died at the age of 36 after “a few

days’ illness”34 on the 28th November, 1852.
Despite Sam junior’s description of him he seems

32 Old Burlington Street today (now Anderson & Sheppard
Savile Row Tailors)

to have been a well-respected dental surgeon as “in
the autumn of the year 1843, he was requested to
deliver a course of lectures, on the physiology and
diseases of the teeth, at the Theatre adjoining St
George’s Hospital”35 and in 1844 University
College appointed him as their professor of dental
surgery. “The lectures delivered by him…are
reported by those who have attended the course,
distinct, comprehensive, and well arranged.”36

Samuel senior had apparently retired around the
year 184737,38 and rather than return to full practice
at this time he finally invited his son to join him at
32 Old Burlington Street and he is first listed there
in the Medical Directory of 1853.39 Over the
previous ten years Samuel junior had worked hard
to build a reputation of his own, earning the position
of Surgeon Dentist at King’s College Hospital in
184440 and being made a Fellow of the Royal
Medical & Chirurgical Society of London in 1845.
In 1850 the family had moved to the larger
accommodation of 9 Savile Row, less than a 30
second walk from Samuel senior’s premises.

Father and son had been able to put aside their
differences to work together for charitable
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organisations such as the City of London Truss
Society set up “for the Relief of the Ruptured
Poor”;41 Samuel senior was their treasurer and, in
1851, Sam junior acted as a steward for their
anniversary festival,42 whilst a notice in 1853
showed them both acting as stewards for the
anniversary festival of the Royal Orthopaedic
Hospital.43 More importantly, they were both active
in working towards the reform of the dental
profession. Both Samuels signed the “Memorial”
of December 11th, 1855 which was sent by some of
the top dentists of the day to the Royal College of
Surgeons asking for a recognised qualification for
dentistry – although it is interesting to note that the
Cartwrights did not sign immediately underneath
each other as the Parkinson and Rogers families did!
44

On the 16th August, 1856, Samuel senior wrote
his main Will, two weeks after the death of Samuel
junior’s youngest brother, Charles Thomas
Cartwright, late Captain in the Honourable East
India Company’s Service.45 In it he leaves the house
and a good sized legacy to his “dear wife”, £12,000
to Stewart Cartwright, £10,000 to Laura Cartwright
and only £1,000 each to Samuel, Anne and William.

In 1857, father and son again combined in the
cause of dentistry as Samuel senior became the first
president of the Odontological Society of London
with Samuel junior as an honorary secretary.
However, in January 1858, ten days after his son
William died (leaving four young children), Samuel
senior actually decreased the amount bequeathed to
Samuel and Anne to £300 each and in August of
that year he increased the legacy to Stewart to
£14,500. Around this time, he had what was
probably a stroke and became increasingly
paralysed such that he was not able to sign the last
two codicils dated January and March 1864 and
simply made his mark. He died at his residence,
Nizell’s House, near Tonbridge on the 11th June,
1864. He is remembered as “A man possessed of
the entire confidence of an unlimited number of
patients, from royalty downwards, and at whose
table might periodically be found distinguished
persons in various positions of life, more especially
in the arts and sciences, [he] must be accounted a
man of mark in his generation”46 and he was “one
of the brightest ornaments (speaking of his practical
skill) that ever adorned our profession.”47

A life well lived
Susannah and Samuel junior were married for

44 years and had nine children, six of whom

survived them. Samuel continued practising at 32
Old Burlington Street, treating such luminaries as
Charles Dickens,48 and even on at least two
occasions a young Beatrix Potter who describes him
in her visit to him in 1883 as “a queer waken little
old man, talking very slowly, as if he was deficient
in teeth”, “He stopped a little hole in one of my top
left double teeth…He had a little instrument with a
head about as big as a pin’s head which he whirled
round and round to get out the bad, wiped it with
cotton-wool and rammed in gold as if he meant to
push the tooth out through the top of my head. He
did not hurt me in the least, only…his fingers tasted
muchly of kid glove,”49 and in 1884 she remarks on
his house being full of engravings, but as far as the
dental treatment goes, “I don’t mind the stopping,
but the caustic was not very nice.”50

Always steadfast in his belief that a dentist
should train first as a surgeon Samuel junior gained
his LDS at the first sitting on March 13th, 1860. He
gained his FRCS in 1859, sat on the first board of
examiners for the LDS, was the first professor of
dental surgery in the UK at King’s College that
didn’t even have a dental school, was the first
surgeon dentist at Great Ormond Street Hospital
and was twice president of the Odontological
Society, amongst other achievements.

Susannah, outside of the home, was part of a
“committee of ladies formed for the purpose
of…raising a fund for the purpose of establishing
a convalescent home in…London.”51

Their eldest son, Samuel Hamilton FRCS, LDS
followed his father as professor of dental surgery
at King’s College, whilst their third surviving son,
Alexander MRCS, LDS practised with his father
and in Samuel junior’s Will was left the option of
purchasing the freehold premises of 32 Old
Burlington Street and the offices at the back.
Samuel also left him “all my professional books,
manuscripts, papers, instruments, models,
materials and equipment.” Alexander continued the
practice until he retired with his first wife, Dora to
Shepperton at which point the premises ceased
being a dental practice.

Samuel’s “beloved Susannah” passed away from
a form of leukaemia at the rectory in Cobham,
Surrey in the presence of her surviving daughter,
Annie on the 16th August, 1886 at the age of 69.52

Her “ever dearest Sam” died five years later, on the
23rd August 1891. He was buried at Cobham, “a
favourite spot”53 as he had directed in his Will; “I
desire to be buried in the cemetery at Cobham,
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Surrey in the grave in which my late dear wife’s
remains are interred.” Mr S J Hutchinson MRCS,
LDS, president of the Odontological Society of
Great Britain at the time rose at their first meeting
after his death to announce it saying, “all recognised
in him a leader, recognised in him a man alike
honourable in everyday life and in his professional
career, whose example all might well follow…the
profession at large had sustained a great loss
through Mr Cartwright’s death.”54 One obituary
observes, “[he] had for some years retired from
active practice and active dental politics, but he had
never ceased to show a kindly interest in the
progress of the profession of which he had so long
been a distinguished member…He was always a
kindly friend to students and many old students who
are now eminent practitioners, will read the news
of his death with genuine sorrow.”55 Another
reminds us that his life was not all about dentistry
as the “social side” of his character, “was
conspicuous by his love for music, having been one
of the original members of the ‘Round, Catch and
Canon Club’56, as well as his no mean attainments
with the pencil and brush.” Ultimately, “After a
blameless and distinguished life Mr Cartwright has
left us with the legacy of a well-beloved memory.”57

The eleven letters that remain of the
correspondence between Samuel and Susannah
show how important original, personal sources are
in understanding the past and reassessing accepted
wisdom. Nevertheless, we need also to be aware
when reading this archive that we are only seeing
one part of the story. I am sure that it would be
enlightening to hear Samuel Cartwright senior’s
side and maybe, one day, a similar cache of letters
from him will turn up and reveal it to us.
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The Past and Future of the Seaweed Derived Impression Material Alginate

Tabitha Barr
Abstract: This paper provides a brief history of flexible dental impression materials leading to the
widespread use of alginate, its current sourcing, how this sourcing from seaweed relates to climate change,
and predicted future use.
Keywords: Alginate, impression materials, irreversible hydrocolloids, seaweeds, climate change

History of flexible impression materials
The earliest evidence of flexible impressions is

from the Renaissance, in the production of casts of
intricate sculptures. The impression materials molds
were composed of gelatin or glue compounds as
well as ingredients such as urine or beer. The use
of these materials found many applications,
although resulting in casts lacking accurate detail.1

Flexible impression materials and techniques did
not translate into dentistry until the early 1900s,
replacing wax -often beeswax- as the favourite
material used by dentists.2 Agar, a derivative of red
seaweed of the Gelidium genus, was patented in
1925 by Alphons Poller as a base for “Nogacoll,”
a reversible hydrocolloid. After his death in 1931,
Poller’s formula was acquired and sold to dentists
under the name “Denticole” which was used in
dental practices worldwide.3 This material- the first
of its kind, was a great improvement on wax
impressions but required special equipment, was
time consuming to use, and suffered limitations in
terms of accuracy, convenience, and cross infection
control.2

Irreversible hydrocolloid alginate
In the early 1940s, the first irreversible

hydrocolloid alginate material was developed. The
quest to find a readily available replacement for
agar-based materials was accelerated by global
conflict. With the primary supplier of red seaweed
being Japan, which halted exports during World
War II, brown seaweeds native to American coasts
were used to develop this new flexible impression
material.2 Alginate proved superior to agar as a base
for impressions as it was: irreversible once set,
required only a minimum of simple equipment and
instrumentation, recorded fine detail, was
affordable, and became the first impression material
to be considered user-friendly by patients.4 Since
then alginate has remained one of the most
commonly used materials in the clinical practice of
dentistry, given its low cost, good handling
properties, speed of use, and accuracy.5

Figure 1. Kelp

Sourcing alginated seaweeds
Although several bacteria produce alginate, and

have been investigated as a potential industrial
source, all commercial alginate currently stems
from seaweed.6 There are eleven brown seaweeds
that are harvested for their alginate content, the
primary source being kelp of the genera Luminaria
(Figs 1-3), Macrocystis, and Lessonia.7 The
countries where these seaweeds grow and are
currently harvested include the US, Mexico, UK,
Norway, France, China, Japan, and Korea. The
largest seaweed producing companies in the US and
UK have been bought by Merck and Co. Inc., US,
which produces about 70% of the world’s alginate.
8 Seaweeds are generally harvested in three different
ways: collected from the material washed onto the
sea shore (particularly after storms), harvested from
natural sources either by hand or machinery, or
farmed, depending on the seaweed and the relevant
regulations of the producing country. Seashore
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collection and harvesting of naturally occurring
seaweeds are the most common means of obtaining
alginate.

Environmental concern
Climate change threatens the survival of

seaweeds that depend on regular ocean currents.
Currents allow deep, cool waters to replenish warm
surface water with nutrients. When ocean
temperatures moderate as a result of warming, these
currents are interrupted, degrading habitats of
seaweed and other oceanic organisms. These
conditions often support urchins which are one of
the primary consumers of seaweeds. Due to this and
a variety of other impacts including overfishing and
unsustainable harvest practices, seaweed
populations are being depleted. Action needs to take
place before seaweed beds and forests become
irreversibly barren. Already Tasmania’s kelp
forests, which were a main source of alginate rich
seaweeds, have become barren, given climate
change and other environmental shifts.9
Macrocystis used to be harvested off the coast of
Tasmania from 1964 to 1973, when it no longer
provided a dependable supply.8 Researchers have
predicted that in parts of the UK, France, and
Denmark, populations of Laminaria digitata (Fig.1)
kelp are likely to decrease to the point of extinction
within the first half of this century.9 Laminaria
digitata is one of the two most popular species
currently harvested for alginate production.7 With
kelp forests around the world threatened by global
warming and other human actions, is farming these
seaweeds a viable option?

There has been an ever-increasing interest in
seaweed as food and for applications in the
production of food substances, animal feed, biofuel,
cosmetics, and more, making seaweed sourcing a
rapidly growing industry. In 2018 the commercial
seaweed market was estimated at US$ 14.08 billion
and is projected to reach US$ 21.11 billion by 2023.
The fastest growth is projected to be of seaweeds
harvested from aquaculture.10 Farming seaweeds is
plausible for many species, but not cost effective
for those containing high percentages of alginate.
For brown seaweeds, such as those within the
Laminaria species, their sexual reproduction
process is time consuming and labour intensive to
promote. In China they are able to cultivate
Laminaria given low labor costs and opportunity
of selling for a high price on the food market. Any
surplus is made available to the alginate industry,
typically at prices higher than in a wild crop.8,11

Fig. 2 A frond of Laminaria hyperborea. The highest
concentration of alginate in this species is found in the thick
stalk. Photo courtesy Slate Islands Seaweed Ltd.

Given the high cost of farming, even in China, most
alginate used commercially is likely to continue to
be harvested from the wild.

Thankfully, certain methods of harvesting
seaweeds have proven to be sustainable. Harvesting
roughly 33% to 55% of the seaweed’s biomass, by
removing only the tops off the tallest fronds of large

Fig. 3 A submerged specimen of Laminaria hyperborea.
Photo courtesy of Slate Islands Seaweed Ltd.
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kelp species by cutting to a certain depth of water
below the ocean surface can be done with
machinery which does not affect the area and
density of a population growth.12,13 With kelp
forests already stressed by other factors, an
approach to sustainable harvesting cannot be
applied in all situations, and harvesting must be
paused when populations struggle to survive. With
the seaweed industry and associated environmental
concerns growing worldwide, governments as well
as private organisations will have to monitor and
act to preserve seaweeds, to achieve world-wide
sustainability of this global resource.

Using alginate as an impression material within
dental practices can be relatively environmentally
friendly, as it is biodegradable and has potential to
be recycled. A 2018 study by Frahdian et. al. found
that discarded dental alginate impressions can be
recycled as a fertiliser which statistically
significantly increases plant yields with no
significant effect on soil quality while reducing
clinical waste from dental practices.14 At present
there is no widespread initiative to recycle discarded
alginate impressions; though it is a practice that
could be adapted. It is also acknowledged that this
may be a situation where concerns for infection
control may exceed environmental considerations.

Alginate in the future
With the rapid developments in dentistry towards

digital, 3D systems for scanning (‘optical
impressioning’) rather than traditional impression
taking, the use of dental alginate may be reduced.4
The use of alginate is, however, likely to remain an
impression material of choice in situations where
the use of optical scanners is impractical or not
possible. This includes the clinical practice of
dentistry in low-income countries, given its
convenience, reliability, and affordability, assuming
the availability of suitable facilities and
arrangements for pouring of casts from alginate
impressions. That said, the use of alginate
impression materials in dentistry may have ‘peaked’
and is now being ‘phased down’ globally.
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History of  the Dental Manufacturing Company Ltd

Olivia Gambold

Abstract: The founding of the Dental Manufacturing Company in 1874 and its evolution as an innovative
dental manufacturing company into the 20th century is described. The company was well supported by
the profession and was responsible for the introduction and patenting of innovative equipment designed
to facilitate dental treatment. The company diversified its manufacturing production into motor silencers,
agricultural and other equipment in the 1950’s, with the dental part of the company being sold in 1968
to the Amalgamated Dental Company. The positive impact of DMco on dentistry demonstrates the
importance of the close working relations between manufacturing companies, dentists and patients.

Keywords: Dental Manufacturing Company, DMco, Amalgamated Dental Company,

Formation
The Dental Manufacturing Company (DMCo)

was formed in 1874. The Company was the brain-
child of John Sugden Crapper and a co-operative
of Manchester-based dentists. Crapper had previous
experience of dental manufacturing (Fig. 1) and
selling porcelain teeth, and as such became DMCo’s
first managing director. Crapper was supposedly
the brains behind the DMco ‘shares scheme’1.
Sadly, Crapper died from septicaemia following an
illness which led to the removal of one of his eyes.

Manufacturing
The company began to manufacture in Broad

Street, London and Grosvenor Street, Manchester.
The Manchester arm of the business re-located to
larger premises at 6-10 Lexington Street within a

few years. As the business expanded, using state of
the art approaches (Fig.2) the Company built a
factory at the Alston Works in High Barnet. The
Alston Works were amongst the largest employers
in the area, and even had their own football team-the
Barnet Alstons or ‘The Dentals’ as they were
known. The amber and black striped strip was later
adopted by Barnet Football Club2.

 During the formative stages of the Company the
manager of the European market was German.  The
products sold included: ‘Hercules-rubber’ (a
vulcanite) and ‘Fossiline’ (a cement). Lines such as
‘Gregory’s white metal filling’ (an amalgam) and
a range of porcelain teeth appeared to be the most
popular products 3.

1887
In May 1887, the Company had a value of

£40,000, comprising of two thousand shares of £20
each, and a team of around seven managerial staff.
This included five directors:  John Sugden Crapper,
Duncan Dewar Hepburn (Chairman), George

Fig. 1 An image of a pot lid for a toothpaste made by Crapper
and a fellow surgeon dentist Brierley- possibly prior to the
DMCo. formation. Date unknown. Sourced from R.J.
Houghton, J. Layden, P. Taylor, Historical guide to
advertising pot lids, Houghton, Layden and Taylor: 2018.

Fig. 2 A DMCo salesman transporting dental equipment
from one of the manufacturing locations. (Date, c.1900).
Sourced from the British Dental Association Museum
archives- LDBDA: T832.
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Gregson, Lawrence Read, David Wormald, Robert
Brewster (Secretary and Manager) and J.W.
Davidson (Chattered accountant)4. Little to nothing
is known of the remaining staff.

Legal records of the Company at the time reveal
a lengthy legal battle between the Company and
Robert Brewster. According to the available
documentation, Mr Brewster resigned from his post
following a trip to America, with the approval of
the Company. The reason behind his resignation is
not known. However, it was later discovered that
Brewster continued to sign cheques and meet with
business personnel under the Company’s name. He
came in for criticism (Fig. 3) and was eventually
taken to court over the matter. This cost the
company an “unfortunate” sum5. Export

By 1900 the Company was exporting equipment
around the world, including wooden instrument
cabinets for dental students (Fig.4) and surgical
chairs.

By 1923 the Company, which had impressive
showrooms and had thirteen branches across the
UK, Australia, USA, Brazil and Russia. The sheer
volume of surviving patent specification records
illustrates the innovative nature and significance of
the company and its prominence in the dental world.

It is also believed that DMCo was the first
commercial company to produce oral health
education material as early as 1900 (Fig. 5).

Rivals
Given the success of the Company, DMCo

acquired a number of rivals, including arch- rivals
Claudius Ash Co. which first tried to take over the
Company whilst under the leadership of Frank
Martin. Eventually, the DMCo was taken over by
Claudius Ash Co. in 1924, forming the
Amalgamated Dental Company. Unfortunately, the
head (unknown identity) of DMCo at the time was
not pleased with the merger. This displeasure was
apparently shared by the workers of the DMCo
who, as a result, formed their first union. This,
however, did not affect the success of the
Amalgamated Dental Company, which, in turn, was
taken over and merged with the American Dental
Corporation, highlighting the standing and
reputation of the business internationally.

Despite these mergers the company still
produced pamphlets and reports as “DMCo” as late
as the 1960’s (Fig. 9). It may well have been custom
for mergers to allow the continuation of an existing

Fig. 3 Excerpt illustrating the opinion of Brewster’s
character, taken from a letter written by the DMCo secretary,
Mr. Wolfe to an unknown chairman, 1899. The excerpt
reads: “We wish to submit these points for your
consideration in the meantime: - 1. Having regard to
Brewster’s unprincipled character what sort of likelihood is
there that we shall get any tangible advantage by any
compromise made without cash down or without
guarantees?” Sourced from the British Dental Association
Museum archives.

Fig. 4  Extract from a “List of instruments required by dental
students”, published by Guys Hospital, 1940. Sourced from
British Dental Association Museum archives.

Fig. 5 An educational poster from 1900 produced by DMCo.
Sourced from the British Dental Association Museum
archives- LDBDA: 8099.
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name for trading, as Claudius Ash also continued
to use their name when marketing products.

Women in the workplace
The 1912- DMCo catalogue includes an image

of an all-female group of employees (Fig.6) These
women were responsible for the production of the
company’s porcelain teeth.

A first-hand account of a women working in the
Alston factory in the 1940’s during World War II,
provides valuable insights. This account was by
Mrs. Violet Lilian Embling, included in an
interview with the Barnet Museum. Violet helped
make porcelain teeth. She described working by
hand on each individual tooth as machines were not
used at this time. The porcelain would be poured
into moulds and heated (this was done by the few
male workers who were not serving in the armed
forces). Once the teeth were moulded, they were
filed down and smoothed by the female workers.
Violet stated that the teeth were not made of
different shapes or shades, but were simply labelled
as size one, size two, etc. She also described
evacuating to the bomb shelter in the basement
bellow Alston Works during air raids. Work would
occasionally be taken down to the basement, and
for longer raids the process would be moved down
to the basement entirely. The Alston works
remained in full production through-out both World
Wars thanks to its dedicated and skilled female
workforce.

1920’s
Although the initial aim of the newly merged

Amalgamated Dental Company had been to buy
instruments from the US for resale in the UK, its
records show a vibrant and innovative company

Fig. 6 An image of an all-female workroom. Sourced from
the 1912 DMCo. Catalogue, from the British Dental
Association Museum archives.

which, for many decades, sought to create and
invest in new dental technologies.

According to the surviving records, the 1920’s
was a booming decade for the company. The
company’s reputation continued to grow
internationally. This success is also reflected in the
collections of debenture records from investors
which continued to grow through-out the 1920’s,
with over eighteen surviving debenture receipts at
a value of £106 each in 1929 alone6.

Fig. 7 An impressive showroom of school dental clinical
equipment made by DMCo (early 1900s). Sourced from the
British Dental Association Museum archives: T830.

Fig. 8 The front of a leaflet given to dental students in 1940.
Sourced from the British Dental Association Museum
archives.
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1940s
Whilst DMCo seemed to be at the forefront of

new patents and dental inventions, they also
enjoyed considerable popularity amongst the young
and upcoming dentists and dental students.
According to records from 1940, DMCo was
supplying a vast amount of student equipment on
the recommendation of professors of dentistry. The
references to the company in student textbooks
reinforce the notion of innovation that became the
company’s identity.

Figure 8 notes the address of the DMCo “dental
student service depot” opposite Guy’s Hospital in
Portland Street, where dental students were trained7.
This was, in all probability, a purposeful move to
attract students looking to purchase equipment such
as cabinets and surgical instruments. In this context,
the relationship between Guy’s Hospital and DMCo
is worth briefly discussing, as it seems as though
Guy’s Hospital endorsed the products of DMCo,
helping to promote purchases by its students. Could
Guy’s Hospital and DMCo have had a successful
collaborative partnership? Whilst we cannot be sure
of the answer to this, it is likely that dental students
and staff of Guy’s hospital were frequent clientele
in the DMCo service depot.

1950s
 In the 1950’s, following a change in the dental

market subsequent to the introduction of the
National Health Service, there was a decline in
business. This forced the company to diversify into
other areas manufacturing motor silencers, exhaust
systems, agricultural and house building equipment
alongside their dental equipment and
instrumentation.

1960s
The report for the Annual General Meeting in

1966 does not suggest a successful year of profit.
It was said that the company was struggling against
foreign imports and more of the meeting is
dedicated to the motor manufacturing side of the
company than the dental side. They discussed
competition with a new American silencer company
in Northern Ireland and were producing seven
million exhaust system parts a year.

However, the 1966 report also contained a
catalogue of the latest dental equipment. The most
notable of which was the “Wispair” air bearing
turbine, described as the fastest and most efficient
dental drilling device ever made (Fig. 9). The dental

side of the company was clearly still involved in
selling innovative and well reviewed products.

In 1968 the dental business was sold to the
Amalgamated Dental Company and what remained
of the company changed its name to Hawtin
Industries Ltd.  The expanded Amalgamated Dental
Company became part of the Panadent: a chain of
dental supply houses headquartered in Helsinki,
Finland. According to Companies House, the
Hawtin Industries Ltd was dissolved in 2012.

Impact
DMCo’s reputation as a robust, innovative and

forward-thinking company is reflected amongst the
large collection of patent applications and projects
funded by the company. This reputation is also
evident in the aims and ethical standards set out in
DMCo’s 1887 catalogue in which it is stated that
the Company aimed to “…raise the standard of
quality of the various articles used in dentistry.” 8

This aim was clearly met, as the Company exhibited
its goods at competitions against some of the
leading houses of America and England and were
awarded “…one of the highest awards at their
disposal…” by the jurors. 9 The Company was
behind the first dental chair pump in the UK, using
triple cylinder technology (Fig. 10). A 1901 dental
chair from DMCo, including this technology, is
currently on permanent display at the Science
Museum in London.

The company name also appeared in an
interesting article published in 1918 in the British
Medical Journal, discussing the creation of “a dental
emergency outfit.”10 This kit was designed by Mr.
Augustus Winterbottom, a dental surgeon at St.
George’s Hospital. Augustus had grown tired of the
lack of dental surgeons to provide emergency care

Fig. 9 An image of the “Wispair” turbine drill in action.
Sourced from the 1966 report and catalogue for the DMCo.
LDBDA: 12043.43.
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Fig. 10 The “20th century chair” as displayed in the 1912
DMCo catalogue. Sourced from the British Dental
Association Museum archives.

at his hospital and created, with the assistance of
the DMCo, a compact kit which could ensure that
every patient would receive the emergency dental
care they required. The kit was described as neat
and compact.  A key component of the kit appeared
to be carbolic acid!

The unique patent specifications
The company name also appeared in an

interesting article published in 1918 in the British
Medical Journal, discussing the creation of “a dental
emergency outfit.”10 This kit was designed by Mr.
Augustus Winterbottom, a dental surgeon at St.
George’s Hospital. Augustus had grown tired of the
lack of dental surgeons to provide emergency care
at his hospital and created, with the assistance of
the DMCo, a compact kit which could ensure that
every patient would receive the emergency dental
care they required.  The kit was described as neat
and compact.  A key component of the kit appeared
to be carbolic acid!

A specific example of DMCo attempting to
supply the latest and most unique dental equipment
is the electrically heated instrument table (Fig. 11)
at a cost of £5.5.0. This was marketed as the best
way to avoid “…the unpleasant shock caused by a
cold instrument.”11 It maintained a temperature of
one hundred degrees Fahrenheit and solved the
issue of instruments being too cold or heated
(pre-examination) too intensely.

Another example of an interesting patent
application was labelled No. 353, 720 and was

Fig. 11 The heated instrument table as displayed in the 1912
DMCo catalogue. Sourced from the British Dental
Association Museum archives.

given the title “Device for testing the palate or roof
of the mouth for suitable locations for suction
plates.” (Fig. 12) This was approved in July of 1931
and much like the item illustrated in Fig. 11, it was
a piece of equipment which sought to produce a
unique and efficient tool to improve the everyday
work of dentists and dental surgeons.

In one record the company rejects patent no.
186,030, submitted in 1924, which looked for a new
way to disinfect spittoons. It was seen as too similar
to an existing patent specification with a similar
idea-this could further emphasise the company’s
ambitions for supplying cutting edge technology
and development.

This innovation was well supported by
shareholders who reportedly consisted of leading
dentists from across the UK, including Fellows of
the Royal Society of Medicine and over two
hundred members of the Royal College of Surgeons
of England.12 The Company filed over twenty-eight
debenture certificates from investors in 1910 alone,
all of which amounted to £106.1

Conclusion
The history of the DMCo company is in some

respects a turbulent one, but the quality of the
manufacturing, the jobs it supplied and the ground-

Fig. 12 The original design for
patent no. 353,720. Sourced
from the British Dental
Association Museum archives.
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breaking products it created stand as a testament to
the positive impact of the company and its
employees on the history of contemporary dentistry.
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50th Consecutive Annual reunions for Guys Hospital 69 Club

Stephen Challacombe
Mid May saw the celebration of 50 years since

qualification of Guys Hospital 69 club, the dental
year that entered Guys in 1964. This year may be
unusual amongst alumni groups since they also
celebrated 50 consecutive annual dinners, having
met every year since qualifying. They began as a
very social group and have largely stayed in touch
ever since. Although most have remained in
England, members and their partners had travelled
from the USA, France, Channel Islands, Wales and
elsewhere to join in the weekend.

This year’s special celebrations took place over
three days and was based in Greenwich. Friday saw

a river boat trip to Hays Galleria and dinner at Cote
bistro for 50 people.   Guided tours of the
magnificent Queens house n Greenwich, and the
Royal observatory during the Saturday preceded a
lovely dinner in the Devonport Hotel. Our guests
of honour were Don Gibb and his wife Glenda. Don
reminisced about the joys of teaching our year oral
surgery and of the characters among the staff at the
time. His speech (or was it the wine!) seemed to
liberate everyone from any inhibitions about
speaking and we were entertained for the next hour
by personal accounts from all over the world.

Figure 1 Guys Hospital 69 Club in front of Hays Galleria with HMS Belfast as a backdrop

Figure 2. Assembly of members of the Guys Hospital 69 Club at the main dinner at the Devonport Hotel in Greenwich,
before being addressed by Mr Don Gibb (figure 3)
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Figure 3 Don Gibb Figure 4. Sunday Barbecue in Blackheath

Averill Stuart &  Chrissie
Banner Austin & Alison
Brown Andy & Joan
Calder Chris & Liz
Challacombe Stephen & Tina
Collins Gill
Cornell Keith & Gwen
Cox Chris & Pamela
Cripps Stuart
Davey, Bob & Jane
Debenham Clive & Penny
Emmanuel Owen & Lynn
Gibb Don & Glenda
Halliday Esme
Hodgkinson Tony & Jane
Howell Chris & Anne
Jacobs David & Ruth

Kennedy David & Eleanor
Kirk Tim & Lesley
Lamden Paul & Clare
Lewis David-George & Hiliary
Mace Martin & Frances
Medcalf Eileen & John
Newman-Brown Peter
Pallot Jenny & David
Phillip Martyn & Valerie
Price Brian & Ruth
Reay Bill & Liz
Roberts Mike
Robinson Iain
Schofield Rosie & John
Summerbell Jean & John
Swain John & Liz
Reed Ray

Guys Hospital 69 Club Reunion weekend and Dinner
May 11th 2019 at the De Vere Devonport House Hotel, Greenwich

Welcome to the 50th anniversary dinner for the Guys Hospital 69 Club. We are probably unusual
among alumni groups in having had a reunion dinner every year since we qualified. Thus 2019 is the
50th anniversary of both and a special occasion worthy of celebration.

Figure 5 menu card and attendees

The weekend concluded with a barbecue hosted
by Tina and Stephen Challacombe on the Sunday
at their house in Greenwich in mercifully fine
weather. Over the event some 40 members of the
year plus 20 or so husbands and wives took part.
Role on 2020!

The weekend was organised by David Jacobs,
Chris Calder and Stephen Challacombe.

SJC
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Empress Elizabeth of Austria (Sissi) 1837-1898

Xavier Riaud
Abstract : This paper describes the dental history, from birth to death, of Empress Elizabeth of
Austria, who was generally considered to be a great beauty.

Keywords : Empress Elizabeth of Austria, Sissi, dental history

Sissi was born with two teeth. This was
interpreted as “a good omen.” Two tooth fragments
possibly originating from the same deciduous molar
are currently displayed in Sissi’s former imperial
appartments, which are located in the centre of
Vienna. These fragments are sometimes placed on
display during significant events. In 1864 she was
described having “very red lips [and] a sweet smile.”

As soon as she got married to Emperor Franz
Joseph, she was dominated and humiliated by
Sophie, her mother-in-law who controlled
everything in the palace. Before any public
appearences Sissi was regularly asked to brush her
teeth. Franz Joseph thanked his mother for this :
“Thanks to you, her teeth have become completely
white and she has become adorable.”1

Rumours abound

The rumour had it that she quickly developed
bad teeth. The fan was suggested to be an essential
accessory for her to hide the imperfections of her
missing or bad teeth. But this rumour is certainly
pure fabrication. In the 1898 autopsy written by Dr
Reverdin of Geneva, the latter mentioned “a perfect
dentition.”2 .  In the closing years of her life, that is
to say at age 60 years, the Empress of Austria would
have had reasonably good teeth in spite of her habits
of heavy smoking and cocaine consumption - that
are today described by the dental world as
disastrous3.

Empress Sissi’s dentist

Sissi’s dentist came from the United States of
America and was called Levi Spear Burridge
(1829-1887) . He was also the dentist of the
Rothschild family, the King and Queen of Naples
and of Pope Pius IX and the Empress and her
husband1

He settled down in Rome, Italy, after he had
graduated from the Baltimore College of Dental
Surgery in 1850 and from the College of Medicine
of Maryland in 1851. From about 1869 onwards he
moved to Paris. As a hero of the War of 1870, he

was awarded the Legion of Honour for his service.
When Burridge died, as a result of severe injuries
received following a carriage crash,  the State
Councillor, Dr. Raimund Günther took over
providing dental treatment. Invoices prove that Sissi
regularly had her teeth scaled. These invoices for
dental treatment are still available in the archives
of Vienna today. At a later age, she was provided
with more extensive care, but no records remain of
this treatment. Dental fillings and crowns were very
likely placed, but it is certain that  neither partial
nor full removable prostheses were provided, as was
claimed by Rosa Albach-Retty, a famous actress
who was Romy Schneider’s grandmother. This fact
would definitely have been put down in the 1898
expert report which was so precise as to mention
the Empress’s post pregnancy stretch marks. There
was another rumour that she had washed her dental
prosthesis in the garden of the Zauner Café and
Cake Shop  in Ischl. When one knows the
importance Sissi gave to her appearance in public,
this assertion is also completely absurd3.

Dental travelling kit

As an inveterate traveller, Sissi would not go
away without her doctor and her medical kit. The
latter was composed of 63 items. This included sage
which at the time was thought to provide  dental
benefits of: control of halitosis, mouth ulcers and
toothache thanks to its antiseptic and anti-
inflammatory properties. The kit also included a
sour mixture of ether and opium, for topical
application, used to soothe toothache and pains of
the oral mucosa. The Empress must therefore
anticipated having trouble with her teeth 1.

A death mask was made following her
assassination in Geneva in18983.
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A H R ‘Jack’ Rowe (1925-2019)

Stanley Gelbier

Introduction
The recent death of Professor Rowe reminds us

of an important dental academic.  He was a member,
latterly chairman, of the Board of Studies in
Dentistry at a time when there were six dental
schools in London, five at the undergraduate level.
The Board ensured there was consistency of dental
teaching and examination for the University of
London.  But who was  ‘Jack’ Rowe?

The early days
Adrian Harold Redfern Rowe was born in 1925

in Queenstown, South Africa.  His parents were
Harold Ridges Rowe and Emma Eliza (née
Matthews).   He acquired his nickname of ‘Jack’ by
the age of two years.   There were some builders
working in the house and Adrian was always keen
to see what they were doing.   After they called him
‘Jack’ he would not answer to any other name.  His
parents humoured him and it has caused confusion
ever since!1

To study dentistry before 1905 it was necessary
to spend two years as an apprentice mechanic in a
dental laboratory.  Harold Rowe Senior did so and
then undertook a dental course at University College
Hospital in London, qualifying LDSRCS in 1904.
After qualifying he went to South Africa and
practised in Durban and Queenstown.  He returned
to England in 1920, got married and went back to
Africa.   Jack and his two brothers were born in
Queenstown.  The family returned to England in
1926 and Rowe Senior set up practice in Lymington,
Hampshire.

At the age of 6 years Jack went to the local school
in Lymington and later joined his two elder brothers
at King Edward VI Grammar School in
Southampton.  At the outbreak of World WarII the
school was evacuated to Poole to share the buildings
of Poole Grammar School.  His father arranged for
his three sons to be billeted at a dental practice in
Poole belonging to a senior dentist and his son Philip
Myers who had trained at Guys.

 In due course ‘Jack’ took the School Certificate
examinations.  It gave him exemption from
university matriculation, which meant he was
eligible to take the BDS degree as well as the LDS.
He then had to gain exemption from the university’s
1st MB exams in physics, chemistry and biology.

Unfortunately, his school did not teach botany and
zoology so Jack took a course at the Bournemouth
Technical College.  This entailed cycling to the
College twice a week.  Whilst there he met Jack
Tulley2 who had had polio before the war.  It had
damaged his legs and at that time he was wearing
callipers on each leg.

The 1st MB exams were taken externally in
Southampton by about twenty candidates.   In due
course ‘Jack’ cycled to Southampton to find out the
results and was met by a rather despondent
secretary.  She said only two people had passed:
Rowe and Tulley.  Over the years their careers were
much inter-twined.

The next step was to get a place at a dental
School.  At that time there were five undergraduate
schools in London: Guy’s, the Royal Dental,
University College, the London and King’s.  Jack’s
Father wanted him to go to University College but
Mr Myers advocated Guy’s.  Jack’ had interviews
at three schools which all accepted him, but he
decided to go to Guy’s.

And so to dentistry
Jack Rowe started the combined medical and

dental course at Guy’s in 1943. After two terms in
London, because of the war, in 1944 Jack’ and
Tulley joined the preclinical schools which had
been evacuated to Tunbridge Wells.  They lived
together in a large house called Sherwood Park,
taken over by Guy’s as a hostel for its students.
Three of them lived in a small room.  Sadly, the
third member was drowned in a sailing accident.
The Warden of the hostel was Professor H R B
Fenn, who lived with his wife on the first floor.
Whenever he entered the dining room he was
greeted by all the students banging their desert
spoons on the bare table: many of the spoons were
flattened.  Fenn accepted this tribute with good
grace.  The dissecting room was on the lower
ground floor.   The School then returned to London
as the bombing had ceased.  At the end of the year
the second BDS exam was passed.

The next stage was prosthetics.  Rowe enjoyed
working in the laboratory, producing between 10
and 20 dentures for patients.  Each technician was
assigned six students to supervise.  Fenn, the
professor of prosthetic dentistry, wore full
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dentures.  At that time the war in Malaya stopped
the production of dental rubber which was
vulcanised to form denture bases.  Thus, alternative
materials had to be found.  There was much research
on plastic materials.  As each new material was
produced Fenn had a denture made to test it in his
mouth.  If he found it to be satisfactory, it was used
by the students for patients.  During the prosthetics
course Rowe was awarded The David Frank Sturdee
Prize.

He then spent his time in the Medical School
working for the 2nd MB exam.  Rowe was in the
garden at his digs when he heard a strange noise
like a large motor bike engine.  The noise then
stopped and a few seconds later there was a loud
explosion.  It was the first German ‘doodle bug’3 to
hit London.  A few days later he was woken in the
night by an enormous crash and falling glass: one
had landed two doors away.  No one was hurt in the
house but two or three people were killed in
adjacent properties.  Rowe and Tulley went off to
Berkhampstead to stay with Tulley’s fiancée.  They
returned next day to help clear up the mess.  They
then decided they would sleep in an Anderson
shelter behind one of the bombed houses, so in they
went each night.   There was only a small electric
fire in the room of their flat, with windows in the
house boarded-up so it was very cold.  Rowe passed
the 2nd MB exam in 1945.  Soon after his father
suddenly died.

Rowe then completed the phantom head course,
worked in the conservation room and completed the
requisite number of amalgam fillings and so on
before sitting Finals in 1948.

During 1947-48 he was awarded the prize in
general medicine.  Rowe was elected secretary of
the Students’ Dental Society.  During that year the
government decided not to support single sex
schools so Guy’s had to take women students.  One
of the roles of the secretary was to organise the
popular annual dinner which was attended by
200-250 alumni and students; so there were some
ladies present.  After the dinner Rowe was attacked
by a group who claimed Rowe had destroyed the
atmosphere of the dinner, not realising Guy’s now
had to take women students.

Rowe passed the final BDS exams in 1948, with
distinctions in surgery, dental surgery, operative
dental surgery and orthodontics, a highly unusual
feat.

The world of work
Rowe was appointed House Surgeon to William

[later Sir William] Kelsey Fry and Mr Kenshole.
After that he was called up to do National Service
in the Royal Army Dental Corps at Aldershot.  After
a period of basic training, including extensive
‘square bashing’ Lieutenant Rowe was posted to
the Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst.  It was
an interesting experience with much formality,
including formal dress dinners.   Rowe was then
posted to Tel el–Kabir, in Egypt’s Canal Zone, a
great contrast.  Every morning at 7.30 am 20 to 30
African troops reported on the sick parade with
toothache.  They only spoke French so Rowe had
to use his schoolboy French to sort out their
problems.  After the sick parade he saw patients by
appointment.  After a short period in Egypt he was
posted to Tripoli; to a mobile unit – a surgery fitted
in the back of a truck.  There was no power so it
was back to the foot engine.   Neither was there
running water but there was a lovely sandy beach
nearby.  The 18 months of National Service soon
came to an end and it was back to England on the
Empress of Australia and demobilisation.

Rowe had the opportunity to continue with the
medical course but decided to get married instead.
He worked in practice but after two years Rowe
returned to Guy’s.  His phantom head teacher,
Arthur David Robinson4 who was still teaching for
six sessions a week, invited him to work in his
practice.  Rowe was also a half time teacher of
conservative dentistry so between them they ran a
full time practice.

Figure 1 - Prof Rowe in the clinic at Guy’s hospital
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In 1963 Rowe (Fig 1) was awarded a full time
senior lecturership at Guy’s.  At that time there was
no specific career pathway for dental academics.
In 1954 he had gained the FDS but it became clear
that either PhD or an MDS was necessary.  Rowe
decided to work for an MDS and was grateful to
Professors Herbert and Rushton for their help and
advice.  In 1965 he was awarded a Master of Dental
Surgery degree based on his research thesis, the first
Guy’s graduate to do so.  In the same year the
surgical college elected him to a Membership in
Clinical Community Dentistry, when he became an
examiner.  When Herbert retired in 1967 Rowe was
appointed as head of department, initially as a
university reader in conservative dentistry.  Rowe
gained a personal university chair in 1974.
Meanwhile his friend Tulley had gained a chair in
orthodontics and became Dean.

When Tulley retired in 1985 Rowe was
appointed to be the Dean for 5 years, but eventually
remained until 1991.  On his first day as Dean the
Royal Dental Hospital merged with Guy’s (which
by then had become part of the United Medical and
Dental Schools of Guy’s and St Thomas’, UMDS).
Although a stressful time Rowe recognised a
number of opportunities.  Several senior people
from RDH came across including two professors:
Bill Houston (then Dean of RDH) in orthodontics;
he became sub-dean of the amalgamated school and
professor of orthodontics and David Poswillo,
professor of oral surgery.  Rowe felt that, in general,
integration had worked very well, producing a very
happy school.  RDH’s hospital staff in oral surgery
opted to go to Tooting Bec Hospital where they
already had in-patients.5

 Rowe particular remembers with affection three
conservative dentistry colleagues: Nick Vale, died
aged 95; David Robinson, died in 1990, a brilliant
dentist and photographer (headed up the dental
photographic unit); and Alan Thompson a
consultant who ran evening courses for staff with
demonstrations on crown and bridgework on
patients in his practice.

Supervision of PhD students
It is always a source of pleasure for academics

when their undergraduate students do well.
However, their pride is magnified when their
postgraduates shine.  These are some of the success
stories, having gained the PhD degrees whilst
researching under Rowe’s supervision and
encouragement.

Robert C Paterson showed in work on
gnotobiotic rats that if the pulp was opened under
sterile conditions it did not become infected.
Paterson was appointed to a chair in Glasgow but
retired after a short period.

Andrew Watts followed a similar path with some
modifications.  He was successful after modifying
the germ-free technique.  Watts was appointed to
the chair of restorative dentistry in Liverpool.

Richard Johns' thesis was on implants.   Johns
became professor of restorative dentistry in
Sheffield.

The last thesis was presented by Tom Pitt Ford
(d 2004).  He investigated the use of a mineral
trioxy aggregate material (MTA) as a root filling
and a retro filling material in man and animals.

Some special events
At first the prize giving and diploma ceremonies

were held in the Guy’s Tower building, with limited
space.  However, in 1986, following consultation
with Canon Penwarden, they were transferred to
Southwark Cathedral.   It was such a good venue
that the Medical School also used it. The Dental
School celebrated its centenary in 1989. The School
was honoured by the presence of the Chancellor of
London University, The Princess Royal, plus the
vice-Chancellor and other senior members of the
University.  Professor Rowe, as Dental Dean, had
the honour of introducing Her Royal Highness to
the senior staff of the University and of the Dental
School.  He then conducted the Princess around two
floors of the School.  She was very interested and
asked many questions.  The tour was followed by
lunch in the nearby Glaziers Hall.  The Toast to the
Princess was proposed by the Dean, to which she
graciously replied.  She was presented with the
history of the Dental School6 written by the late
Professor ‘Tony’ Naylor.

Changes in dentistry
During his professional lifetime Rowe saw many

changes.   Whereas in his student days he had to
make many full dentures they are no longer needed
as so many patients are dentate.  Operative dentistry
has changed out of all recognition, for example with
the advent of high speed drills.  Endodontic
treatment is now undertaken on molars instead of
treating only single rooted teeth.  Fewer
apicectomies are performed as many periapical
areas heal without the need for surgery.  White
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materials including light cured composites have
come to the fore to provide better aesthetics.  There
has been a reduction in dental decay especially in
the South of England due to fluoridation and better
oral hygiene, many teenagers now having beautiful
teeth with no decay or restorations.

Service for the university and the University
Grants Committee

In 1969 Rowe was elected to the Standing
Committee of the Board of Studies in Dentistry of
the University, becoming chairman in 1980-1982.
A major role of the Board was to coordinate
activities in London’s dental schools: Guy’s, the
Royal, King’s, the London, University College and
the Eastman (a postgraduate school).   All the
undergraduate schools took the same examinations
for the BDS degree, with questions set by the
visiting (external) examiners.  As chairman Rowe
represented dentistry on the University’s Senate
from 1981 to 1983.   It was his role to report to the
Senate that the Board of Studies was recommending
that the Royal Dental should close in 1985 and this
happened in due course.

Rowe was also a member of the Joint Medical
Advisory Committee, meeting with all the other
Deans of the Medical Schools.

Another Senate role was to attend degree
presentation ceremonies in the Royal Albert Hall.
At the time Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother was
Chancellor of the University.  She presided at the
Albert Hall ceremonies on four occasions a year.
The Queen Mother greeted the diplomats, with
whom she was a most popular figure, always
smiling to each one.

From 1974 until 1983 Rowe (Fig 2) was on the
dental sub-committee of the University Grants
Committee.  On behalf of the UGC the Committee
visited all the UK dental schools in an inspection
role.  At each inspection the committee met
representatives of the Governors, the senior and
junior staff and students to determine if its grants
were being well spent.  It was invaluable to assess
the vitality of the school.   The medical committee
conducted a similar exercise in the medical school.
At the end of the day the chairmen of the two
committees met and produced a joint report for the
Vice-Chancellor of the university.  The reports
outlined the strengths of the school and offered
advice in certain areas.

At one time it was suggested there were too
many dentists as oral health was generally
improving so there was a need to reduce the number
of dental students.  The Edinburgh and RDH
schools came under intense scrutiny.   There had
been longstanding plans for RDH to move from
Leicester Square to Tooting along with its
associated St George’s Hospital.   Indeed, the
Royal’s oral and maxillofacial surgery in-patients
were already treated there and it hosted the school
of dental hygiene.   Some of its influential part-time
teachers resisted this proposal, perhaps because they
had practices in the West End.  In the event the
Royal lost out; it didn’t move to Tooting and was
closed.  Students in their final year did not have to
move to Guy’s as Guy’s provided a skeleton staff
to supervise their clinical work.  Many students and
academic staff transferred to Guy’s, some of the
hospital staff moving to the dental unit at Tooting.

Faculty of Dental Surgery
Rowe was elected to the Board of Faculty of

Dental Surgery of the Royal College of Surgeons
of England from 1980 to1988 and 1988 to 1994.
He was Vice Dean of the Faculty when an honorary
FDS was given to Princess Diana.  She was very
nervous and asked about a microphone around his
neck; he replied it was to tell the Dean that she had
arrived.  In her reply to the Dean’s address she said

Figure 2  - Jack Rowe at leisure
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this was first occasion she not been asked to unveil
a plaque!

Medical Defence Union
Professor Herbert was a member of the Council

of the MDU.  For some reason the Union did not
encourage dentists to join.  Therefore most newly
qualified dentists joined the Medical Protection
Society.   Herbert suggested to the Council that the
MFU should recruit dentists and appoint a dental
secretary for this purpose.  He suggested Rowe
might be a suitable person as at that stage he was
working in a NHS practice and teaching students.
Rowe expressed an interest, was interviewed by the
Council and offered a part time post in 1959.   He
was the first dentist to work for a defence
organisation.  He was encouraged to speak to dental
societies at the dental schools around the country
to stress the importance of professional insurance.
He showed slides of things that might go wrong and
the financial consequences.   The work increased
as more newly-qualified dentists joined.  Rowe was
offered a full time post but wished to continue his
academic career so gave up the post in 1966. He
remained on the newly-formed dental committee
and was its chairman from1977 to 1983.  Rowe was
on the Council from 1987 to 1996.  The MPS
followed and appointed a full time dental secretary
in 1959.  Now both organisations have several
dental secretaries and solicitors

Some other committees
Director of Medical Sickness Society (1987-

1995)
Consultant Adviser to ICI (Dental Products

Division) (1982-1990)
External Assessor to University of Malaysia

(1983-1991)
Assessor for the LS Farrer Dental

Scholarship.(appointed by the BDA)
Member, Lewisham and Southwark District

Health Authority (1985-1990)
Member, Special Health Authority and Governor

of  Eastman Dental Hospital  (1986-1990)
British Standards Institute Committee on Dental

and Surgical Materials (1984-87).
Examinerships
Rowe examined for the following organisations

at various times.

University of London examiner for PhD and
MDS

External examiner in dental surgery in all the
London schools except Guy’s, where he was an
internal examiner.

Examiner in dental surgery for the Universities
of Belfast, Belfast, Birmingham, Cardiff, Colombo,
Dublin, Dundee, Lagos, Malaysia, Malta,
Manchester, Nairobi and Newcastle.

Statutory examination of the General Dental
Council.

The Licence and Fellowship exams of the Royal
Colleges of Surgeons of England and in Ireland.
     Honours and awards

Honorary Fellow of UMDS (1997)
Honorary Fellow of Kings College (FKC, 1998)
Colyer Gold Medal awarded by the Royal

College of Surgeons of England for distinguished
services to dentistry (1993)

Honorary memberships:
British Endodontic Society,
British Society for Restorative Dentistry
The Association of Teachers of Conservative

Dentistry
The Medical Defence Union.
Publications
Rowe published extensively.  In addition to his

many papers on conservative dentistry and medico-
legal subjects, he edited a series of books on the
whole dental course entitled Companion to Dental
Studies similar to the medical series.   There were
four books with 90 authors, the last on clinical
dentistry.

Retirement
Jack Rowe retired in 1991.  He would like to be

remembered as approachable, friendly, helpful and
supportive, firm but fair, keen on time keeping.
Generations of colleagues and students will agree
with him.

When he left in 1991, Frank Ashley the new dean
was informed by the University Funding Council it
rated Guy’s Dental School number one for research
over all the UK dental schools.  This was a triumph
for Rowe and the staff.
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Personal life
Jack Rowe married Patricia Mary Flett on 31

March 1951 at St Augustines church, Honor Oak
Park in London.  They had three  children: Paul,
Timothy and Simon.  There are eight grandchildren
and one great grandchild.  They lived on Sydenham
hill for many years but then moved to near Walmer
in Kent

Hobbies
As with many successful dentists Rowe has had

a wide variety of interests.   They include wood
turning, do-it-yourself, photography, Rotary (Paul
Harris Fellow), river and ocean cruising, golfer and
churchwarden for 15 years.  He was also a school
governor of Walmer Science College and
Kingsdown and Ringwould Primary School.
Dental Alumni Association of King’s College
London Dental Institute

The Dental Alumni Association was formed in
2003 to being together past students and staff of the
three dental schools which had merged into King’s
College London: Guy’s, Kings and the Royal.
Rowe was elected President (Fig 3) for the first two
years.  It has continued the tradition of the Guy’s
annual clinical day and dinner.   There are also
specialist lecture sections such as endodontics,
orthodontics and oral surgery but no practical

demonstrations which were so popular in the past.
The Alumni association assists in organising
reunions of year groups at clinical day or events
around the country.  Rowe raised an impressive
£25,000 by appeal to the alumni for the Institute’s
funds used, for example, to support student elective
visits abroad and at home.

And so it ended
Jack Rowe passed away on 22 May in the Queen

Elizabeth the Queen Mother Hospital in Margate
after a short illness.   He had reached the grand old
age of 93.    The funeral service was held at St
Nicholas Church, Ringwould on 20 June.
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Mrs Lloyd George and the first Women Students at the Royal School of Dentists
1916 to 1926

Richard O’Brien

Abstract: On 5th November 1919 Mrs Lloyd George, wife of the Prime Minister, visited the RDH to
unveil the Roll of Honour to those RDH students and alumni who had fallen in WW1.  After that
melancholy task she was pleased to address the school and present the prizes to the students, the first
time since before the War that an outside visitor had been invited for this annual event.  She was
particularly pleased that a woman, Miss Grose, had won the top prize and hoped that the contribution of
women to the profession would grow.  This paper reviews her address and the progress of women at the
RDH, in particular the first thirty women who graduated during the first decade since the RDH first
opened its doors to women in 1916.

Keywords: Mrs Lloyd George, Royal Dental School, WWI, first women dental students

The Address of the Dean
Prior to her speech and presentation, The Dean

of the School, Mr W.H. Dolamore (Fig 2) provided
a brief resumé of the activities of the school and
hospital over the war period.  “Most of the students
eligible to fight signed up long before service was
compulsory.  The few students left, together with

Fig 1: Programme for the Visit. Source Rev. J.T. Rhys
(Margaret Lloyd George) Papers, National Library of
Wales, JTR MLG SP10 Royal Dental Hospital, reproduced
with the kind permission of the Lloyd George family

ex-students, who came to the rescue, set to work to
treat the teeth of the soldiers, for whom there had
then been no dental provision made.  In the early
days alone about 15,000 soldiers received treatment
in that hospital.  When the scheme for Army Dental
Service was inaugurated, they were glad to place a
large portion of the hospital at the disposal of the
War Office, and something like 80,000 men came
there and were treated during the last part of the
war”.1  The staff were now welcoming back those
that had served in the war (and the British Dental
Journal, throughout 1919, was listing dentists being
demobilised all across the country).  The Royal was
now cramped for space.  There was a plan underway
to build an extension to give the students better
tuition and so that the “oldest dental school in
Europe” could maintain the level of dental
education “equal to that to be found anywhere
abroad”.  But such plans needed funding – the
financing of the hospital and school up to now was
“left entirely to individual effort”.

The 1919 Prizes
Women students had done very well in the year’s

competitions for prizes (Fig 3). Dean Dolamore
acknowledged that the prize winning lady students
were, in a sense, a war product. The admission of
female students had been discussed before the war:
when war broke out, they saw it the right thing to
do.  “It was a matter for congratulation that the lady
students occupied such a prominent place in the
prize list” having said that the prizes “had been very
fairly won”, which probably was to counter any idea
that the ladies’ success was something to do with
the lack of male competition.

Another woman prize winner was Violet Ruth
Jeffery, the daughter of a dental surgeon in Finsbury

On 5th November 1919 Mrs Lloyd George visited
the Royal Dental Hospital, then in Leicester Square.
She had two tasks: to unveil the Roll of Honour to
the 29 alumni of the RDH School who had died
during the War, and then to present the prizes to the
current students, the first outsider to present the
prizes since before the War (Fig 1).  She was
particularly pleased to present the top prize to a
woman, Miss Doris Ada Grose, one of the early
recruits to the School since it opened its doors to
women in 1916.
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Fig 2  Mr W.H. Dolamore Source BDJ Vol 36 p46 1915

Park, outdoing even the redoubtable Miss Grose in
anaesthetics.  She continued to practise, and the
manifest of the S.S. Duchess of York records her
travelling to Canada for a Dental Congress in 1932.
However, the Miss A.L.P. Jeffery, First Prize
winner in Dental Mechanics, was in fact her brother
Archibald Louis Percy Jeffery.  He went on to
practise at the same medical centre at 14 City Road,
on Finsbury Square in the City, from where Miss
Grose and her husband also practised.

The Prize Giving Address of Mrs Lloyd
George:

After the Dean’s address it was the turn of Mrs
Lloyd George to distribute the prizes and address
the gathering.  She placed considerable emphasis
on the success of the women (note, not ladies).2

“I congratulate the Prize winners on the success
they have attained and amongst them I am glad to
notice so many women students, particularly I
congratulate Miss Grose who has obtained the
Scholarship of the year.

I have been struck in reports of Committees, of
the Board of Education and of Medical Officers of
Health with the importance which is always
attached to the treatment of the teeth of children.
For this reason, I am glad to notice so many women
are entering your School in order to qualify as
Dentists.  For women should be, and I believe are,
peculiarly [sic] adapted to this work.  I am told that
there is scarcely a town in Kingdom which is able
to adequately fill the posts of Dentists to their

Fig 3 The 1919 RDH prize winners  Source: British Dental
Journal Vol 40 p837 1919

schools, and I believe that in future there must be
a very considerable increase in the number of
appointments so that it does appear that there will
be an increased opening for women dentists.

And, obviously well briefed already, she then
picked up the theme of the School’s needs.

The importance of School dentistry should be
taken into consideration in all schemes for the
National Health.  It is an important factor in
preventative medicine and it is our desire not only
to prevent disease but to cure it.  The condition of
the teeth of the people is, I am told, appalling.  This
came out in the reports from Recruiting centres
during the late War and although we may hope this
condition of things may be altered in the future
when School dentistry has reached its logical
conclusion yet I fear for many years the poor of our
land will have need of such Hospitals as yours.  I
am told you will find, large as the building is, its
space is insufficient to meet the needs of the poor
necessitated by modern science not only for the
treatment but for the comfort of the sick.  I do hope
that those who are able will help you.  In it has been
carried on a school which is the parent of all dentist
schools in this Kingdom and this school has I
understand, been carried on largely by voluntary
helpers.  I am sure the Hospital deserves such help
firstly because it has for many, many years helped
the poor in this great city and secondly because
there has been carried on in it a school which has
trained dentists to become the servants not only of
the poor but of the rich and this school has been
carried on my means of voluntary help against
many difficulties and without such help from the
State as is given in our Colonies and other countries
therefore the public is indebted to it.  Again, I
express the hope that those who are so indebted will
help the Hospital in this, its hour of need.”

It is clear from the closing vote of thanks to Mrs
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Lloyd George by Norman G. Bennett that the school
was well aware of the value of having the Prime
Minister’s wife at the event to show support.  Unlike
husband “she could do good without being
criticised for it”.  He concluded by saying that while
“voluntary support was needed for the charitable
work of the hospital but the teaching of the school
could not be carried out without State support.
They also needed the support of the profession.  He
believed they were more likely to get all these things
in good time by reason of Mrs Lloyd George’s
kindness in directing public attention to the work
of that institution”.

Of course, Mrs Lloyd George had not actually
called for State support, but in gently noting that
“this school has been carried on by means of
voluntary help against many difficulties and without
such help from the State as is given in our Colonies
and other countries” she had made her thoughts
known. Mrs Lloyd George was clearly very
conscious that her presence and words of
encouragement could be of great value, whilst it
was important not to step over the line as if speaking
for the Government.   As women were becoming
more outspoken, this was just the time for a wife of
a Prime Minister to step from the shadows for the
first time, but Mrs Lloyd George was not known to
embarrass her husband, in contrast to the outspoken
Lady Asquith.  Nine days after the unveiling at the
Royal, Mrs Lloyd George was on the hustings in
Plymouth in support of Nancy Astor, the night
before that momentous election for women.  And
in early 1921, during the seminal by-election in
Cardiganshire, where Liberals fought Liberals,
much of the campaigning was done by Mrs Lloyd
George (on the one side) and Asquith’s daughter
Violet Bonham-Carter (on the other).

It is doubtful if anyone there thought there would
be another world war to fight, in which another five
RDH alumni would die, before serious State support
would manifest itself.

Press reports of the occasion
The Times the next day reported the visit as

follows:
WOMEN DENTISTS. Mrs Lloyd George unveiled
a Roll of Honour of 28 students3 and members of
the staff at the Royal Dental Hospital, Leicester-
Square, yesterday, and afterwards presented the
scholarships, prizes, and certificates awarded
during the winter and autumn session, 1918- 1919.
In an address to the students she said that the

profession of dentistry offered many openings for
women and would offer many more in the future if
an earnest effort was to be made to safeguard the
health of the children. [The Times 6.11.1919 page
8]

The Telegraph reported:
“Students of the London Royal Dental Hospital who
fell in the war have their names enshrined in a roll
of honour which was unveiled at that institution by
Mrs Lloyd George who also presented prizes and
certificates to students.  Mrs Lloyd George, who
was loudly cheered, said it was rather a sad duty,
but they ought all to feel proud of the valour of the
men who had gone.  At present the hospital was
maintained by means of outside support, but she
hoped that the time was not far distant when the
Government would take an example from other
countries and assist such worthy causes.  The war
revealed that the teeth of the people in this country
were in a shocking state and many men were
rejected by the Army on this account.”  [The
Telegraph November 1919]

 Miss Grose - from Star Pupil to Dentist
With that encouragement from the country’s

“First Lady” - as we might now term Mrs Lloyd
George - what progress did women make in the
profession?  What did all those prize winning
students do?  What did Miss Grose, daughter of a
stockbroker’s clerk, do next?

In 1918 Doris Grose had already won many
prizes.  In 1920 she was appointed House Surgeon
at the Royal Dental Hospital.  She was not only keen
on dentistry but also on one particular dentist, not
long back from the Macedonian Front, Vernon John
Thurston, another Alfred Woodhouse Scholar who
had achieved his LDS in 1914, and who also
became a House Surgeon in 1919.

On 22nd November 1919, a fortnight after the
visit of Mrs Lloyd George, Miss Grose and Vernon
Thurston (and his two elder brothers) both attended
the Annual Dinner of the Royal Dental Hospital at
the Connaught Rooms (Fig 4).  It was well reported
in the BDJ and well worth reporting in full:
“Miss D.A. Grose replied for the present students
in a happy and humorous speech.  She recalled that
one of the “Big Four” at the R.D.H. made the
remark not long ago that any girl can get up at any
time and speak on any subject.  If that were the rule,
she pleaded that she was the exception.  It was very
difficult for her to reply adequately for the men,
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especially as the majority were new to her, the
others having already qualified.  Words could not
express their admiration for their fellow students,
who practically to a man had been fighting in every
theatre of war; and now that they were back again,
they wished them every success in their work.
As this was the first occasion which women students
had been present at such a function, she felt tempted
to take up the cudgels on behalf of her sex.  She
understood that one of the senior members of the
staff was very strongly opposed to the introduction
of women students, but one could not help noticing
that he seemed to have accommodated himself very
well to the new regime, if one could judge by the
certain amount of “ragging” meted out at a certain
clinic very early in the week.  They were now
following the example of the sterner sex by making
week-end shopping an excuse for failing to put in
an appearance on a Saturday morning, since it was
becoming a regular practice to apportion to the
women students the particularly unpleasant task of
dealing with unshaven and unwashed denizens of
Soho and Whitechapel.  It must be due to the
presence of girls that the number of attendances by
patients of tender years has not diminished, in spite
of the fact that so many youthful persons burst into
tears at the mere sight of the children’s house-
surgeon. In conclusion, she expressed the hope that
women students would do credit to the hospital and
school”.

Miss Grose’s reference for her admiration for
what the male dentists had been through at war may
have had in mind the prize winners who had
returned from war service and in particular the
experience of Robert Ferdinand Sievers, a third
generation dentist, winning that year’s bacteriology

prize a year after spending three months as a
prisoner of war in France, being repatriated shortly
after the Armistice was declared.  .

Dental Surgeons Mr and Mrs Thurston practised
from the long established medical centre at 14 City
Road, on Finsbury Square by the City of London
(as did other RDH alumni).  Their son John Vernon
Thurston became a notable doctor and member of
the Royal College of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists.

The First Women Dental Students at the
Royal

The Royal had started accepting women as
students in 1916, not least as the men students were
going to war.  At the 1919 Prize giving there may
have been as many as fifteen women in attendance
if the three who had started studies that term (in
early October) were there.  By 1926, ten years after
the school had opened its doors to women, thirty
had graduated, qualified dentists.  In the calendar
year of 1919 six women had joined, alongside
seventeen men.

Of these thirty women students, many won
prizes and received certificates at future prize-
givings.  All went on to practise dentistry, (as did
indeed all the male prize winners of 1919), only one
or two of the women looking as if they did not
practise for long, though all did register to practise.

Like the dentists on the Roll of Honour, these
thirty women came from a range of backgrounds,
albeit all probably quite well off, fathers (and it was
still the fathers who went to work outside the home)
including a medical officer of health, a doctor, two
dentists and a dental anaesthetist, two solicitors, six
on the money side of things (chartered and turf

Fig 4 The Annual Dinner 22nd November 1919 1
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accountants, a diamond trader transfer clerk, an
actuary, a stockbroker’s clerk and a stock dealer),
a civil servant in the War Office, an auctioneer, a
teacher, a tailor, a photographer, a maltster
manager, a merchant and a contractor.  Fourteen of
the women dentists were born in London, four in
the Home Counties, one in Ireland, an Austrian born
in France and a New Zealander.

Their practices were in the fashionable West End
and around the country. Ida Jacob, the daughter
of a photographer, was thanked by her distinguished
dental surgeon colleague – her RDH contemporary
C. Bowdler Henry of the eponymous rake retractor
- for her radiographs in his paper on the Duke of
Wellington’s false teeth. Kathleen Corisande
Smyth (Fig 5), had a paper published by the RDH
Magazine within a few months of starting her
practice, on “The Practical Application of Dental
Anatomy” and had a particularly notable career.

Eleven of the twenty-one married, four to fellow
dentists (two being to RDH dentists, one of which
being the RDH cricket and hockey captain) and one
to an anaesthetist.  Eight of the eleven married
dentists had children.  When WW2 came, one was
appointed the local Anti-Gas Officer, another
working with the Red Cross.

It should be noted that the RDH and women had
achieved another first earlier in 1919, in March,
when Lena Ashwell became the first woman to
preside over the RDH Annual Meeting.   The actress
and theatre manager were the first to organise large
scale entertainment for the troops at the Front and
worked hard in aid of child welfare and maternity
care.  She had married the royal obstetrician Sir
Henry John Forbes Simson in 1908, who delivered
the future Queen Elizabeth and her sister Margaret.
At that meeting the Dean mentioned the acute
shortage of dental care for the troops in
Mesopotamia, when a thousand troops needed for
the relief of Kut were not available as they were
awaiting dental treatment -perhaps he was passing
on information from his late son, who had died in
April 1917 shortly after the relief of Kut.

How much progress have women made in
contributing to the health of the nation’s teeth since
Mrs Lloyd George urged them on?  According to a
recent timeline published by the BDA 4 progress
has been rather measured, to put it mildly: back in
1895 Lilian Lindsay had become the first qualified
woman dentist to practise in the UK.  17 years later,
in 1912 Lily Fanny Pain was the first woman to
attain LDS Eng.  A quarter of a century later a mere

Fig 5:

Kathleen
Corisande
Smyth

3.2% of dentists registered with the GDC were
women.  This percentage had quadrupled to just
12.8% by 1972 (sixty years on from Lily Fanny
Pain).  By the turn of the Millennium the percentage
had accelerated to 32%, and to 37% by 2005, and
it was reported in February 20195 that it had reached
47% and it is forecast to reach 50% very soon6,
crashing through the enamel ceiling.  A century of
slow progress after the achievements of Miss Grose
and her colleagues.  Mrs Lloyd George might not
have been that amused.

Nonetheless Mrs Lloyd George did continue to
champion the cause of dentistry, and she did not
forget her visit to the School, recalling at another
speech in 1921, on women in the professions, how
“eighteen months ago she had had the honour of
giving away prizes at the Dental College, Leicester
Square, and to her great pleasure a woman came up
for the first prize”. 7

That said, dentistry was becoming more and
more touted as a profession for women, so we end
this with a report from the BDJ citing coverage in
the Daily Mail and the Daily Chronicle.8

Pioneer Women and Dentistry “the sex is quite
capable of turning out good dentists”

The “Tea-table Talk” writer in the Daily Mail
says: “as one result of the War I hear of quite a
number of women who intend to take up the study
of medicine.  Dispensing, too, seems likely to attract
more women, and very delicate and interesting
work it is.

“Dentistry does not seem a very attractive
profession to take up, yet many girls, I am told, are
eager enough to join the profession.  It means less
of an outlay to them or to their parents at the start,
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and the work before they may pass their
examinations is more quickly achieved and is less
arduous.  A clever women doctor is bound to make
a good deal of money in due time, but there may be
a few years to wait.  The dentist may never do so
well, but she is likely to earn money sooner.  And
as a girl who is studying dentistry said to me the
other day: “We shall get our week-ends in peace”.

Under the heading of “Dentistry for our
Daughters,” a contributor to the Daily Chronicle
narrates how a friend’s daughter, named Dora, had
decided to give up her university course for training
as a teacher and to take up dentistry. “She had, it
appeared, been on a visit at the house of a friend
whose father was a dentist, and during the time of
her stay the dentist’s assistant had left to enlist.  It
had been impossible to fill the vacant place, so Dora
and her chum had worked for some hours each day
in the surgery helping the over-worked dentist with
the more mechanical part of his profession.  It had
been discovered in this way that Dora was
possessed of clever fingers, and that she had a
certain natural aptitude for the work, which
discoveries had led to the suggestion that she should
think seriously of taking up the profession”.

“At the present time there is a good opening for
women as dentists. With so many of our young men
away at the War and, with so many alas! who will
never return, there is, and it must be for a long time,
a decided dearth of students entering the various
professions.  It has been proved by the pioneer
women that the sex is quite capable of turning out
good dentists, and now the public is beginning to
accept the woman dentist as it has accepted the
women doctor”.
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The Brisbane Dental Hospital and Queensland University Dental College Building
alias, The Palace:  a literature review 1941-2015

Harry F Akers, Michael A Foley, John P Brown,Valerie Woodford
Abstract: The Brisbane Dental Hospital and Queensland University Dental College Building, alias The
Palace, is a vacant, government-owned, historically significant, heritage-listed building situated on prime
real estate in Brisbane, the capital city of Queensland, Australia. Heritage politics in Queensland has an
acrimonious history. Impediments to investigating the past persist. There are discreet concerns among
heritage advocates about the future of The Palace. Any move to develop either the building or the precinct
will activate public dialogue. Informed debate about the future of the building warrants authentic,
authoritative, comprehensive and relevant evidence, which is scattered throughout autonomous and
isolated investigations. The affiliated citations often do not appear in the modern biomedical databases.
To provide collective, integrated and measured information for imminent public debate about the future
of the building, the authors use historic method and literature review to identify, classify and evaluate
Palace-related literature.

Key words: Dental education, Hanlon, heritage politics, public dental services, Queensland.

Figure 1: The Palace c1941 Source: Department of Health
and Home Affairs, Brisbane, courtesy John Oxley Library.

Introduction
The Brisbane Dental Hospital (BDH) has existed

from 1941 to 2017 at the Brisbane Dental Hospital
and Queensland University Dental College
Building, colloquially known as The Palace,
Figures 1 and 2. The BDH occupied the Ground
Level: the Queensland College of Dentistry (QCD
1935-c1970, thereafter called the University of
Queensland School of Dentistry, UQSD) Levels 1
and 2. For decades, the design and structure of the
state government owned-building remained
exceptional within the context of contemporaneous
architecture housing public dental practice across
Australia. The Palace has operated as a dental
hospital, a control centre for the government-
administered statewide dental service and a hub for
dental research and dental education. It has served
also as a multidisciplinary specialist referral centre
for the southeast corner of the state, regional
Queensland and, occasionally, for proximate areas
of New South Wales. The National Trust
Queensland listed The Palace on the National Trust
Register in 1997.1 The Australian Heritage
Commission soon endorsed that recommendation.2
The Queensland Heritage Council entered The
Palace onto the Queensland Heritage Register in
1999.3 These actions acknowledged the
aforementioned roles for the building and
sanctioned its architectural, cultural, historical and
political significance, at both national and state
levels.

Recent events have fuelled concerns relating not
only to the future of the building but also to the
preservation of its significance. These

Figure 2:  The Palace 1942 Source: Henry Alcock Collection,
courtesy University of Queensland Fryer Memorial Library.
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Table 1: Palace related Literature

developments include: departmental hierarchy’s
desire to divest itself of The Palace;4 an attempted
sale,5 demographic and economic argument for the
relocation of the BDH;6,7 the transfer to Herston of
both the UQSD and the BDH; and recent extensive
developments in heritage-sensitive areas of
Brisbane.8,9 The Palace, currently neglected and
vacant, stands majestically on prime real estate
overlooking the perimeter of Brisbane’s Central
Business District. Despite ministerial denials of a
sale,10 under current Property Principles11 and Land
Transaction Policy12 the building could be
classified as a ‘non-strategic, surplus and
underutilised asset’ that is ‘no longer required for
the public benefit.’ Moreover, the umbrella of
Economic Development Queensland13 and the
parameters of the Queensland Heritage Act

199214,15 allow, even encourage, development.
Hence, many heritage advocates perceive The
Palace being vulnerable to either disposal or major
structural modification. Accordingly, the authors,
hereafter the reviewing authors, used historical
method and literature review to identify, classify
and evaluate Palace-related literature. They aim to
consolidate a scattered narrative and to provide
evidence for public debate regarding the future of
the building.

The Literature: Overview and Thematic
Classification

Palace-related literature from 1937 to 2016
appears in Table 1: the authors’ details, Table 2;
and their writing genre, Table 3. Each contributor
had a different aim and targeted a different
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Author    Concepts      Brief Description of Role
Ken Adkins*   Dental Faculty     Dean Faculty of Dentistry 1974-1993
Harry Akers et al*        Mainstream Dental     Former staff members at The Palace
Architectural
Mary Burns    Architectural Heritage    Principal Heritage Officer, Cultural Heritage
              Branch of the Heritage  Environmental
              Protection Agency 2006
Thomas Blake et al  Architectural Heritage    Commissioned general historians
George Davies*   Dental Faculty     Dean Faculty of Dentistry 1964-1970
Ralph Doherty   Medical Dental     Dean Faculty of Medicine 1978-1982
Ned Hanlon    Propaganda Identity    Home Secretary 1932-1935, Minister for Health and Home
              Affairs 1935-1944, Deputy Premier 1942-1946, Treasurer
              1944-1946 and Queensland Premier and Chief Secretary
              1946-1952
Hector Jones et al*  Dental       ADAQ ‘commissioned’ high profile dental practitioners and
              specialists
Sidney Lumb*   Dental Faculty     Dean Faculty of Dentistry 1938-1963
Elaine Marlay*   Dental Faculty     Dentist and UQSD staff member 1961-1977
Andrew McAuliffe  Economic      Executive Director, Metro North Oral Health Service 2015-
              2018
National Trust    Architectural Heritage Identity  Heritage Preservation Lobby Group with no statutory
Queensland            powers 1963-: relied heavily on Blake et al and Wilson
Ross Patrick    Medical Dental     Commissioned medical historian, former Director-General
              of Heath
Queensland Heritage   Architectural Heritage    Government appointed Ministerial advisory body 1992-
Council             with statutory powers
Joanne Scott    Mainstream      General historian; current Pro Vice-Chancellor
              (Engagement) University of the Sunshine Coast
Malcolm Thomis  Dental Mainstream    Commissioned, eminent general historian
Colin Wilson*   Dental Architectural    Dentist at The Palace 1947-1990

Table 2: Authors - Brief Notes
Note: * denotes either a dentist or a dental specialist

 Cultural       Historical    Political     Economic
Architectural      Dental     Propaganda     Relocation

Heritage      Departmental

Identity       Mainstream

        Medical

        Faculty

Table 3: Overview of the Literature Genre

audience. The reviewing authors used four themes
and ten concepts to provide an overview of the
literature. The cultural theme assesses heritage and
the social meaning of identity, place, precinct and
structure. The historical theme analyses the
sequence and relevance of developments to explain
social change. The political theme conveys some
authoritative health information but is primarily
propaganda. The economic theme provides a
financial rationale to remove the BDH from The
Palace.

Limitations of Method
The reviewing authors acknowledge limitations

in their method. The themes and concepts in Table
3 interconnect and overlap. Moreover, for many
authors, the cultural, dental, political, social and
heritage-related significance of The Palace was, at
best, a peripheral consideration within their
narrative. Furthermore, the criteria and indices
underpinning the classification depicted in Table 3
are subjective and reify both the classifier and the
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classified. Marlay’s ‘epilogue’ states the problem:
‘History is necessarily subjective and individual,
conditioned by the interest and vision of the
historian.’16 Finally, the reviewing authors’
literature review focuses on the history and
significance of The Palace; it is not an assessment
of either the quality or the quantity of research.
Nonetheless, despite these shortcomings in method,
Tables 1 to 3 portray a simple overview of the
literature, its direction, content and origins.

Influences on the Literature
Extrinsic factors impinge upon the nature of the

literature and limit its review. These influences
include: the absence of Cabinet Minutes until 1957;
the divisive history of heritage politics;17 the health
department’s and dental faculty’s controlled access
to records; the 30-year Cabinet-in-Confidence rule
at Queensland State Archives and National
Archives of Australia; intermittently poor
communication between key personnel and
institutions; the dispersal of key documentation
throughout departments and organizations; and the
management of potential employee and public
dissent associated with the departure of the BDH
from The Palace. Moreover, officers from the
Department of Environment and Science and the
Department of Development recently advised a
reviewing author (HA) that access to the
[Queensland] Government Land Register and the
Queensland Heritage Council files requires Right
to Information processes. Hence, even today,
overview of evidence remains difficult.

Intrinsic factors underpin the direction of, and
the setting for, the literature. The dental profession
contains few, if any, authorities on Queensland
history. Conversely, mainstream historians virtually
ignore the history of dentistry in Queensland.
Editors of dental and, to a lesser extent, mainstream
history journals focus progressively on national
issues, citation indices and impact factors. The aims
and scope of the journal and guidelines for authors
prescribe content of a manuscript and its potential
for editorial acceptance. Moreover, the dental
profession generally bases treatment on quantitative
evidence. Hence, many dentists in Queensland
perceive the recording and the interpretation of
dental history as both subjective and
inconsequential. The outcome is isolated silos of
historical interpretation embedded in discrete,
narrow and, for dentists in Queensland, peripheral
streams of literature that do not appear in
biomedical databases. Cross-disciplinary

publication is meagre.
The authors’ occupations further influenced the

content, direction and genre of the literature. Table
2 reveals a mix of single and collaborative
authorship. At the time of publication, thirteen
contributors were dentally qualified, all being
members of the Australian Dental Association
Queensland Branch (ADAQ). Few were full-time,
private dental practitioners. Indeed, excluding
Jones, Marsden and Murison, all were either
government or university employees. It is
reasonable to suggest that departmental and
academic protocols, both of which involve a
hierarchical power structure, affected availability
of evidence, method and outcome. ADAQ by-laws
also restrict public comment. Furthermore,
institutional minutes and reports are often either a
cryptic or a sanitised portrayal of events and
personalities. Finally, several major dental histories
were either commissioned or subsidised. While
there are exceptions, for instance contributions from
Akers et al, Burns, Blake et al, Doherty, Patrick and
Thomis, citation of primary documentation is scant.
Many authors rely heavily on Marlay’s and
Wilson’s texts, both of which are virtually
unreferenced. Hence, institutional allegiances,
circumstances and parameters influence the writing
style, which tends to be narrative rather than
analytical.

The numerical dominance of dentists among the
authors contributes to the poor connection between
mainstream and dental historians’ interpretations.
The former group focused on a broad sweep of the
Queensland canvas. The latter group concentrated
on: the ravages of the caries epidemic; the evolution
of the ADAQ, dental faculty and dental board;
activities, experiences, practices and personalities
that were either domiciled in or evolved at The
Palace; important members of the dental faculty
and the dental profession; the need to reform dental
education in Queensland; and Hanlon’s disdain for
the dental profession and dental academics.
Excluding Akers et al, Hanlon and Wilson, authors
virtually ignored, that throughout much of the
twentieth century, the dental profession was an
autonomous and introverted body with the vast
majority of dentists working in a private, fee-for-
service model of practice. Jones et al perceived the
state-administered dental service as a threat to
private practice, which they assumed was the
optimal model to deliver dental services throughout
the state. However, Hanlon’s perceptions of
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restricted access to dental practitioners and his
portrayal of dentists as a Brisbane-based and
coastline-domiciled elite mirrored public opinion.

Marlay
Marlay’s History of Dental Education in

Queensland 1863-1964, Figure 3, remains a
landmark text. It was published posthumously; prior
to acclaimed and widely referenced ‘new
generation’ analyses of mainstream Queensland
history.18,19 The text focuses on the evolution of
dental education in Queensland via the lens of
activities, opinions and personalities at the QCD.
Marlay convincingly argues that overcrowding at
Westbourne (the site for the BDH, 1916-1941), the
fight for standards in dental education and
inadequacies in dental acts contributed to the birth
of a dental faculty, which needed new facilities at
The Palace. Into this context, Marlay implicates the
Great Depression, post-depression economic
reconstruction and elements of alleged Queensland
difference,20,21 namely a political culture of anti-
intellectualism and pragmatism. These lucid
observations appear as perennial themes in
mainstream interpretations of the Queensland
narrative. They also bridge the dichotomy between
mainstream and dental historians’ reasoning.
Nonetheless, Marlay does not probe deeply into this
nexus.

A weakness in Marlay’s thesis is the assertion
that distinguished academics and others worked to
convince Hanlon for the need for a dental faculty
and The Palace. Marlay largely ignores Hanlon’s:
support for a nationalised health system; use of
centralised authority to establish government-
administered dental clinics across the state; need
for dentists to staff these clinics; and his disdain for
the autonomy and privilege of the dental profession
and dental academics.22 Marlay posits that notable
academic pioneers ostensibly converted Hanlon to
their line of thinking. This proposition, while
aggrandising academics’ reputations, is not
supported by the evidence.

Wilson
Marlay and Wilson were sister and brother.

Wilson’s The Palace - a Personal History of the
Brisbane Dental Hospital, 1941-1991, Figures 4
and 5, was limited to a print run of 450 copies. It
recounts the events, personalities, roles and social
interaction on the Ground Level. Wilson briefly
discusses the architecture, construction and opening
of the building. He also discloses the large number

Figure 3: A History of Dental Education in Queensland
1863-1964 Source: Department of Dentistry, University of
Queensland, courtesy ADAQ Archives.

of BDH-based employees, one of whom was
Hanlon’s daughter, and the magnitude and the
diversity of the patient base and treatment provided.
Wilson very effectively records a perennial
phenomenon: the collegial community that existed
within the BDH. This again surfaced when
Queensland Health decided to ‘relocate’ the BDH
to the Oral Health Centre at Herston in 2017.23,24

Wilson’s contribution is a significant and
meticulously researched personal history. As a
Palace employee (1947-1990), he was a trusted
insider who directly experienced much of the
narrative. Regrettably the book lacks references,
carries a significant typographical error and
nostalgia detracts from its authority. Wilson
dedicates the book to ‘Alfred John [sic] Hoole,’
who in Wilson’s opinion was ‘almost single-
handedly was responsible for… the democratization
of Dentistry in Queensland.”25 Alfred James Hoole
was, inter alia, the Superintendent of the BDH
(1945-1967) and his contribution to the
implementation and delivery of public sector dental
services across Queensland remains unrivalled.26

However, Wilson’s connection of Hoole to the
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‘democratization of Dentistry’ is not only opaque
expression but also nonsense. Nonetheless, high
profile figures, for instance paediatrician and
medical historian John Pearn27 and specialist
prosthodontist and Jones co-author, Marsden,
applauded Wilson’s contribution, Figure 5. Finally,
Wilson’s account predates the heritage listing of
The Palace. It highlights community and employee
attachment to the building, which became implicit
in the heritage concepts of place, achievement and
association. Despite the aforementioned
shortcomings, Wilson’s contribution is widely cited
in the heritage stream of literature.

Jones et al
Jones, a Bachelor (c1923) and a Doctor of Dental

Science (1940) graduate from the University of
Sydney and a Bachelor (Honours, 1913) and Master
of Arts graduate (c1915) from the University of
Tasmania, conducted a private practice at
Toowoomba (1925-1958).28 A Tasmanian by birth,
Jones appeared oblivious to the idiosyncrasies
characteristic of Queensland and Queenslanders29

and the desperate demand for dental treatment
across the state.30 Jones31 and Jones et al confirmed
that ADAQ members: were concerned about the
actions of Hanlon; feared prospects for nationalised
dental services and state administered dental clinics;
and acknowledged the ADAQ’s ineffectiveness in
a political domain dominated by Hanlon.

Circulation of A History of the Australian Dental
Association (Qld Branch) 1906-1992, Figure 6, was
limited to three copies. The method, mission, terms
of reference and the narrow source of evidence
dictate that Jones et al contribute a private
practitioners’ interpretations of events. The authors,
with minimal explanation, cite and sequentially
index the content of ADAQ minute books. The
result is a chronological, but cryptic and fragmented
presentation of the origins of the BDH and, to a far
lesser extent, The Palace.

Another notable feature is Jones et al’s abrupt
response to the opening of The Palace: “there will
be no further references made to the Dental Hospital
as it is completely divorced from the University
Faculty of Dentistry, and has no link with the
Australian Dental Association.”32 This quotation
does not appear in ADAQ minute books. However,
while Jones et al partly explain the origins of the
dichotomy between private and government-
administered models of dental practice across
Queensland, they fail to provide meaningful
analysis of not only the broader socio-political

Figure 4: Invitation to Book Launch Source: H Akers.

Figure 5: Wilson’s The Palace

context but also the rationale underpinning the
location, timing of construction and grandeur of The
Palace.

Thomis, Akers et al: ‘Only in Queensland’
Thomis, a general historian, meticulously and

convincingly integrates legislative developments
affecting dentists and dental practice into the wider
socio-political context. Thomis observed that while
friction between ministers for health, dental boards
and dentists was common throughout Australia, the
duration and depth of polarisation involving Hanlon
and members of the ADAQ reflected other general
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Figure 6: Jones et al A History of the Australian Dental
Association Source: ADAQ, courtesy ADAQ Archives.

features of politics in Queensland. Commentary
within A Century of Regulation, Figure 7, weaves
mainstream historians’ themes, for instance
‘frontier, distance and decentralisation,’ into the
‘insular and isolated activities’ of a ‘disengaged’
Dental Board of Queensland. Hence, Thomis
referred to and occasionally engaged ‘Only in
Queensland’ reasoning. To date, this work provides
the most authoritative, comprehensive and
referenced interpretation of dental history
throughout the state. However, The Palace was only
a peripheral aspect of the narrative that focuses on
the dental board.

Akers et al parallel Thomis’s views but more
authoritatively, nonetheless carefully, propose a
‘Queensland cultural hypothesis,’ namely: within
the Australian context, ‘Queensland is
different.’33,34,35 They cite, inter alia, the following
as supportive evidence: distance, decentralisation
and development; elements of social identity theory;
Hanlon’s authoritarian actions, polarising
statements and rhetoric associated with the
development and the grandeur of The Palace;
Queensland-specific post-Depression economic
policy to fund The Palace; and elements of sugar

and 1950s fluoride politics. Nonetheless, Akers et
al label their ‘Only in Queensland’ views as
‘tangential’ and concede that comparative reasoning
is amenable to challenge.

Hanlon
Better Teeth Mean Better Health confirms

Hanlon’s humanitarian nature. Throughout the
Great Depression, Hanlon, who had endured
unemployment in the General Strike of 1912, was
‘struck’ by the dental conditions among the
unemployed. Hanlon understood the carnage and
ubiquity of dental decay and the political realities
of dentists’ predilection for private practice. On 30
June 1939, 496 registered dentists, many of whom
were not ADAQ members, served a Queensland
population of 1,008,207.36 Hanlon’s concerns were
obvious: a shortage of dentists; their skewed coastal
distribution; and access to and the affordability of
treatment. He also believed that “the oral health of
the community was now regarded as a major
responsibility of Governments.”37 This was an era
of the emerging welfare state in Australia. Hence,
Healthy Teeth & Dental Care, Figure 8, was
circulated statewide.

Figure 7: A Century of Regulation The Dental Board of
Queensland Source: Boolarong Press, courtesy ADAQ
Archives.
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Hanlon’s beliefs and concerns and the socio-
political context contributed to the genesis of The
Palace. He was also an exponent of both
government-sponsored propaganda and identity
politics. He capitalised on, some may argue
generated, ostensible Queensland difference with
portrayals of Queensland as the chronically
disadvantaged ‘Cinderella’ state within the
Commonwealth of Australia. To Hanlon, The
Palace was a statement to dentists and to voters:
Queenslanders would have more dentists and a
statewide system of government-administered
dental clinics. While Jones et al, Marlay, Thomis
and, to a lesser extent, Patrick either mention or
discuss these features of Hanlon’s character, Akers
et al’s ‘The Brisbane Dental Hospital Building:
“The Palace” - an Era Ends’ fills the broad socio-
political and dental specific gap in the literature.38

Moreover, Akers et al are the only author to
acknowledge the role of Hanlon’s humanitarianism
in establishing The Palace and a statewide
government-administered public dental service.

Blake et al, Burns et al, Heritage
Organisations, Davies, Doherty and Patrick

Heritage recorders analyse, assess and review
the social meaning of place. The Queensland
Heritage Council uses Department of Environment
and Heritage protection criteria and threshold
indicators to justify the listing of The Palace on The
Queensland Heritage Register.39 The heritage-
based stream of literature is far smaller, but far more
significant, than its historical counterpart because
it lead to the listing of The Palace on heritage
registers. In this sense, at a national level,
Queensland and Queenslanders’ ‘difference’
become relevant to the heritage listing.

Between 1996 and 1998, Pullar from Blake et
al, Figure 9, and Burns unearthed scattered evidence
relating to The Palace and the Turbot Street
Development Scheme. Burns’s account of the life
and work of Palace architect, Raymond Clare
Nowland, outlines the contemporaneous reasoning
for the location and grandiose nature of The Palace.
Scott reported the demolition of the adjacent
gymnasium in preparing the site for The Palace and
the loss of accommodation for the destitute. With
the possible exception of Scott, the heritage-based
stream of literature intentionally identifies heritage
concepts, namely ‘place, identity and what it means
to be a Queenslander.’40 Blake et el, Wilson and
Akers et al confirm employees’ and students’ and
the community’s connections with the building. The

Figure 8: Healthy Teeth & Dental Care Source: Department
of Health and Home Affairs, courtesy John Oxley Library.

first two authors provide the basis for the National
of Trust of Queensland’s and Queensland Heritage
Council’s heritage listing of The Palace.

Contributions from Davies, Doherty and Patrick,
while noteworthy, warrant scant comment. The first
focuses on the generics of dental education; the
second on ‘inextricable links’ between the pre-1941
histories of the dental and medical faculties.
Patrick’s magnum opus, Figure 10, a history of the
Health Department in Queensland, remains a
meticulously referenced milestone. It not only
details the evolution of the BDH and the QCD but
also links Hanlon to developments in state dental
policy. Patrick gives scant attention to the historical
background sustaining either the design or the
location of The Palace. This was not the primary
purpose of these researchers’ contributions.

Lumb, Adkins and McAuliffe
The reviewing authors readily acknowledge the

commitment, eminence, importance and vision of
Professor Ernest Goddard (Founder of the Dental
Faculty at the University of Queensland) and Lumb.
However, dental academia is a hierarchy and, as the
chain of command passes through time, legends
grow. Lumb describes Goddard’s efforts to convert
Hanlon to Goddard’s reasoning: ‘On the 9
November 1934, Goddard wrote a very long, a very
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Figure 9: Queensland Health Heritage Survey Source:
Queensland Health, courtesy John Oxley Library.

Figure 10: A History of Health and Medicine Source:
University of Queensland Press, courtesy University of
Queensland Central Library.

strong, and very fine personal letter to the Home
Secretary. There is abundant evidence that E. M.
Hanlon studied carefully and benefited from that
letter. His action was the action of a big man.’41 The
suggestion is that members of the dental faculty
astutely and tactfully handled Hanlon. This
interpretation is narrow. Hanlon had many motives
and appreciated that dental education in Queensland
needed reform and that the BDH had to be relocated
from inadequate facilities at Westbourne. Lumb
ignores Hanlon’s disdain for dentists and dental
academics, including Goddard,42 and Hanlon’s
desire to establish a statewide government-
administered dental service for adults.

Other contributions warrant brief mention.
Adkins provides a newspaper reference relating to
controversy concerning the location of The Palace.
The Brisbane and South Coast Hospitals Board
annual report for 1959 (the Queensland Centenary
Year) provides a two-page ‘History of the Dental
Hospital’s Services of Brisbane.’ It delivers a
chronology of developments and statistics but little
analysis. Finally, McAuliffe concedes the
importance of the BDH in delivering specialist
dental services but portrays the heritage value of

the building as a financial liability for Queensland
Health. Within the competitive arenas of health
economics and cost-effective service delivery,
McAuliffe conveys compelling demographic and
financial evidence to posit that the BDH should
leave The Palace. This mirrored departmental
hierarchy’s desire and makes The Palace even more
amenable to either disposal or development.

Conclusion
Investigating the past raises the traditional

questions relating to the assessment of the
authenticity, authority, relevance and totality of
evidence. Nonetheless a scrutiny of literature
reveals cultural, economic, historical and political
themes that are buried in isolated, scattered and, in
some cases, inaccessible databases. Until the mid-
1990s, Palace-related literature focused on the two
autonomous, domiciled institutions and the
affiliated personnel. There was limited reference to
the socio-political and economic rationale
underpinning the location, construction and
grandiose nature of the building and its role in
accommodating contemporaneous purposes.
Seventy-eight years after the opening of The
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Palace, Nowland’s architectural signature survives.
Hanlon’s vision for a government-administered
statewide dental service is a reality. The building
represents aspiration, mission and purpose. It
remains accessible, aesthetic, functional,
magnificent and symbolic. However, it is also
neglected, vacant and vulnerable to either disposal
or development. Accordingly, this literature review
provides collective, integrated and measured
information for imminent public debate about the
future of the building.
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Early attempts to reform of the dental
profession

In the early part of the nineteenth century there
were numerous discussions about the need to
regulate the dental profession. Many people who
called themselves dentists were untrained; their
knowledge had not been tested in an examination
and there was no regulation or register of those
dentists who had undergone some form of training.
In 1841 Mr G D Waite, Surgeon Dentist, MRCS
published a pamphlet suggesting that nobody
should be allowed to practise dentistry without
having been examined by the Royal College of
Surgeons of England (RCS Eng.)2. Unfortunately,
Mr G D Waite did not have enough influence
amongst dentists to carry this idea forward.

 In 1843 several well-known dentists including,
Messrs Tomes, Nasmyth and Saunders tried to
encourage the President of the RCS Eng. to consider
including dentistry in the changes to the Charter of
the College which was about to be considered by
Parliament. Unfortunately, all the attempts to better
the dental profession were abandoned. 3 The next
attempt at reform came in 1855 from Mr Samuel
Lee Rymer from Croydon. He wrote to The Lancet
deploring the presence of charlatans, rogues and
quacks in surgery and dentistry and adversely
compared the state of dentistry in Great Britain with
North America, where there were already colleges
of dental surgery4. In an attempt to address these
problems, in 1856 Mr Rymer called a meeting of
dentists in London.  But the reform of the profession
seemed as distant as ever and in the same year Mr
C J Fox, the editor of the British Journal of Dental
Science attempted to influence the situation, but his
plea to the Odontological Society of Great Britain

The Reform of Dentistry, the Manchester Movement and Sidney Wormald the
dentist from Stockport

Margaret Wilson
Abstract: In the history of UK dentistry there are many pages written about the evolution of dentistry
from an unregulated trade into a profession. However, the reform of dentistry would have been
severely delayed without the involvement of some unsung heroes. In the 1870’s there was no name
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name and contributions have subsequently been overlooked. His activities, which resulted in the
Manchester Movement were the driving force that began the reform of dentistry. This paper considers
his importance and the efforts he made to the regulation of our profession and the introduction of
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in 1877 was rejected5.
The beginning of the Manchester Movement-

the first Manchester Meeting 1875
It wasn’t only the well-known dentists in London

who were pushing for reform. Others were
concerned about the lack of regulation of the
profession, and the lack of places to study outside
of London. In a letter to American dentists in 1887,
Dr WH Waite of Liverpool described the situation
10 years earlier as: “The Odontological Society of
Great Britain had foresworn all but scientific
subjects and there was no apparent means by which
the public could be protected from the depredations
of uneducated and unprincipled adventurers”6

Although many dentists were concerned about
this dilemma, there was no real positive action and
indeed “men in the North Midlands were impatient
and disgusted with the exclusive attitude towards
reform adopted by the Odontological Society”7

.Then in October 1874  Sidney Wormald, an
ordinary dentist from Stockport and Frank Huet, a
well-known dentist from Manchester attended a
distribution of prizes ceremony at the Dental
Hospital of London.  In their conversation, they
remarked about how much studying a young dental
student was required to complete in order to pass
the examination. They also observed that there was
little incentive for aspiring dentists to study and take
an examination when there was no regulation of the
profession, no register of dentists and anyone could
call themselves a dentist. They decided there and
then to work together to achieve reform8. Frank
Huet was also concerned about the lack of dental
treatment for the poor.  In 1875 he had tried to
establish a dental hospital in Manchester, but due
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to local opposition had to wait until 1883 for this
facility to be established9

True to his word in August 1875, Sidney
Wormald called together and personally paid for
the notable meeting in Manchester, which started
the “Reform Movement”.  The reform of dentistry
was often referred to as “The Manchester
Movement” because the first meeting was held at
2.00 pm in the Clarence Hotel, Spring Gardens,
Manchester. In his paper to American dentists, Dr
W H Waite described the state of dentistry in the
UK as: “Chaos and apathy divided the honors.
Those who might have inaugurated reform
remained silent, till the dry bones were shaken by
this meeting in Manchester” Waite, WH 1887.

 Sir John Tomes did not attend but rather
strangely his bust, was taken to Manchester and
displayed at the meeting.  The meeting was attended
by over 75 dentists mostly from towns and cities in
the North of England but also by dentists from other
parts of the country. Sidney Wormald opened the
meeting and declared that originally, he had only
planned to make the meeting local, with only one
representative from the local towns, but the
response from interested dentists had been so great
he had opened the meeting widely. A gentleman
dentist from London had informed the meeting that
he brought good wishes and support from leading
professional dentists in London. Sidney Wormald
then called on his friend Mr Frank Huet, to propose
a chairman for the meeting. Frank Huet was well
known in Manchester and had originally been asked
to chair the meeting, but when he discovered that
Mr Charles James Fox was planning to attend, he
stood back in favour of Mr Fox, the editor of the
British Journal of Dental Science. The reason
behind this change of plan was that it was very clear
that the Reform of Dentistry would need to be
supported throughout the country and it was thought
that Mr Fox would be more widely recognised. By
the end of this first meeting it was agreed that the
goals for the reform of dentistry would be that:
1. All existing practitioners shall be registered
2. No one can recover fees as a dentist unless so

registered
3. After a fixed date none shall be registered unless

he possess a diploma.
A Reform Committee was formed representing

all parts of the country to see what steps could be
taken to arrest the continual influx into the
profession of illegitimate practitioners by the

adoption of the principles of registration and
compulsory education. Mr Huet of Manchester
proposed that a subscription list be opened to defray
the costs of making an appeal to parliament 10

The result of the Manchester Meeting was the
fusing of provincial and metropolitan forces and the
formation of the Dental Reform Committee. It is
also without doubt that the reform of dentistry had
its origins in Manchester with the impetus of the
reform having been originated and then driven by
Sidney Wormald. Yet even 58 years later, the
involvement of any dentist outside of London seems
to have been overlooked.

In a Presidential Address in 1933 to the
Metropolitan Branch of the British Dental
Association (BDA) entitled “Those London Men”
11, Lilian Lindsay describes the reform of dentistry
in great detail. In the first two pages of her paper
she praises Charles James Fox and even John
Tomes, who we know didn’t even attend the first
meeting in Manchester. What is extremely
surprising is that not a single word is written about
Sidney Wormald and of his importance to the
reform of dentistry. However, most intriguingly she
mimics the Manchester Meeting by also taking the
bust of Tomes to this BDA meeting.

Over the next years, the Dental Reform
Committee met mainly in London and struggled to
agree on the terms of reference12. Many of the
original supporters of reform held medical or dental
diplomas and were insistent that only practitioners
who had passed a dental diploma could call
themselves dental surgeons. However, the vast
majority of established working dentists held no
formal qualifications.   After only one year, the
Chairman of the committee, Samuel Cartwright
(Jnr) resigned because “his heart was not in the
movement”7. Other resignations from the
committee were sent by Messer’s Saunders, Fox,
Smith and Coleman. As a result, John Tomes,
despite his failing health, was persuaded to take the
chair. Again, this development was supported by
Sidney Wormald.  In the Reform Meeting of 1877,
John Tomes noted that progress for a dental
diploma, open to established practitioners, was well
advanced in the Irish College and there was no
reason why the Edinburgh College could also start
awarding dental diplomas in 1877
Diplomas for existing practising dentists- the
second Manchester Meeting May 1877

The need for formal dental education and an
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examination to test that knowledge before awarding
a qualification had been generally accepted. Young
dentists could attend formal courses and enter for
the Licentiate in Dental Surgery (LDS) examination
held by the RCS Eng. Since the 1859 Charter,
permission had been given by RCS Eng to examine
and confer a licence upon dental practitioners. The
first diet of the LDS was in 1860. However, that did
not help the many dentists who were working
around the country, who had not been unable to
receive any formal education, could not be resident
in London for two years, an examination
requirement, and who now had well established
practices. There were also dentists who had not
bothered to sit formal examinations as there was no
register of dentists so little incentive to sit for a
qualification.

Another problem was that the RCS Eng. would
not allow those existing practising dentists who had
no formal education and who had previously
advertised their skills, to sit their examination.
Without a qualification these dentists could not be
registered and would find it difficult to distance
themselves from quacks and opportunists.

It was known that there would soon be
legislation in the form of a Dentist’s Act which
would require all dentists to be on the register and
to have a qualification. There was a need for urgent
action. Once again Sidney Wormald called a
meeting of dentists, again in the Clarence Hotel
Manchester, on 6th May 1877. The objective of the
meeting was to consider the best methods of
providing a qualification which would be within the
reach of existing reputable practitioners. John
O’Duffy of Dublin reported the efforts being made
by the dental profession in Dublin to induce the
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland to institute a
dental diploma. Another committee was set up by
Sidney Wormald to collect subscriptions and the
names of gentlemen desirous of possessing this
diploma. Sidney Wormald became the Hon
Treasurer of the newly formed Dental Diploma
Committee.

“The College in London had, with true British
dignity, long since closed its doors except to pupils
per curriculum-, and with real British obstinacy
practically refused every appeal for a re-opening.
Again our honest friend at Stockport solved the
problem, and in Manchester, in May, 1877, to
awaken some interest in this matter, applied himself
bravely to the task. Another meeting was called and
endeavour, if possible, to induce the College of

Surgeons in Ireland, or one of the other licensing
bodies of Great Britain, to appoint an examining
board for dentists, and issue licences13”.
The Dental Diploma Petition Committee

After Sidney Wormald’s meeting in Manchester
in May 1877, the Dental Diploma Petition
Committee held a series of meetings all over the
country. The venues were: Leeds, Bristol,
Edinburgh and Norwich. The committee was
particularly concerned at the lack of qualified
dentists in the provinces. The objectives of the
meetings were to inform dentists about the
resolution of the meeting in Manchester and of the
efforts being made in Ireland to establish a Diploma
which could be taken by established dentists13. The
meetings were addressed by Sidney Wormald and
Dr W H Waite. At the meeting in Leeds on June
30th 1877, Dr Waite reminded dentists that no
substantial improvement in the position of dentists
would be effected, “until we provincials who are in
reality the great majority in the profession, roused
ourselves and took vigorously in hand the great
work of Dental Reform, The English diploma was
meant to benefit the whole of the profession, but this
has failed”14.

Dr Waite considered this as failure because at
that time there were 2000 men practising dentistry
in Great Britain and Ireland. The RCS Eng. LDS
Diploma was planned in 1859. Between 1859 and
1863, 240 men were admitted to the Diploma on
payment of the fee and passing a formal
examination. From 1863, 129 students had followed
the curriculum and taken the Diploma, making a
total of 369 gentlemen who had the Dental
Diploma. Of these 172 lived in and around London
with only 197 in the provinces. Sidney Wormald
described the situation in Manchester where there
were over 220 dentists but only five held the LDS,
two by curriculum and five by grace. When you
also included all the towns between Macclesfield
and Rochdale, there were 310 dentists but only
seven had LDS. Clearly the restrictions for entry
into the Diploma of the RCS Eng. were detrimental
and had an even greater adverse effect on dentists
working outside London.

The Western Daily Press of Monday 16th July
1877 reported the meeting in Bristol in July 14th

1877. This meeting was addressed by Dr Waite, Mr
Wormald and Mr O’Duffy, who was the dentist
promoting the LDS in Dublin. The need for this new
diploma was warmly welcomed by the Bristol
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dentists15.  Shortly after this meeting, an anonymous
and scurrilous letter was published in the Journal
criticising the members of the Diploma Petition
Committee implying that they used the
subscriptions to finance their visits around the
country. Sidney Wormald had to send a letter to the
Journal of Dental Science declaring that the
gentlemen who represent the committee at all the
events do so at their own expense subscribing
liberally in terms of money and time16.

The need for registration and compulsory
education was also the theme of meetings in
Birmingham and Edinburgh and these meeting were
also addressed by Wormald and Tomes17. In 1877
Sidney Wormald and John Tomes were elected as
members of the Royal Odonto-Chirurgical Society
of Scotland. In July, 1878, the " Dentist's Act "
passed both houses of Parliament and received the
Royal assent. " From and after the first day of
August, 1879, a person shall not be entitled to take
or use the name or title of dentist (either alone or
in combination with any other word or words), or
of dental practitioner, or any name, title, or
description, implying that he is registered under
this act, or that he is a person specially qualified to
practice dentistry, unless he is registered under this
Act."
The LDS RCS in Ireland

After all the deliberations, it was the Royal
College of Surgeons in Ireland (RCS I) that set up
a diploma examination that established dentists,
with no formal training, could take. The title of the
examination was to be the Licentiate in Dental
Surgery of the Royal College of Surgeons in
Ireland18

“A strong representation was made to the Irish
College, and they wisely took the matter into
consideration. A clause was inserted in the Dentist's
Act, giving authority to each of the licensing bodies
to establish a dental department, and immediately
upon the passage of the act a considerable number
(some 400 or 500) of English dentists of repute, and
of established practice, entered themselves for
examination in Dublin, and thus obtained what in
England it was impossible for them to get, a
recognized dental qualification13”.

In September 1878 at the RCS I in Stephen’s
Green, some of the best-known dentists of England,
Ireland, Scotland and the Channel Islands obtained
the LDS RCS I. As reported in the Irish Times, it
was stated that “the RCS in Ireland conferred a very

great boon upon the Englishmen who had been
debarred from obtaining a qualification or degree
in their own country”.

 On the strength of this dental diploma a branch
of the BDA was founded in Dublin. Sidney
Wormald, grateful for the award of LDS RCS I
supported the establishment of the Dental Hospital
of Dublin by working on the committee and also by
giving a donation. As reported in the Dublin
Weekly Nation of 23rd Feb 1878.
Beyond the Dental Reform Committee and the
formation of the BDA

With the passing of the Dentist’s Act in 1878,
the Dental Reform Committee had completed its
role. But there was a need for a national dental
association, similar to the British Medical
Association, to represent both provincial and
London dentists. In March 1879 a meeting of
dentists was held in London, chaired by John
Tomes. It was resolved that the Dental Reform
Committee should become the Representative
Board of a new organization called the British
Dental Association which was established in 1880.
At the formation of the Midland Branch of the BDA
Sidney Wormald became its treasurer, a post he held
for 10 years scarcely missing a single meeting1.
Sidney Wormald the man 1823 (about)- 1898

Born in about 1823 into humble circumstances
in Dewsbury, Yorkshire, to John and Mary
Wormald.  He was the son of a blacksmith. We can
only speculate to whether Sidney watched his father
make dental instruments or even carry out dental
extractions.

He died on September 2nd 1898 in his 77th year18.
He was married twice, and had two sons by his first
wife.  Sidney Wormald had a dental practice at 20
Wellington Road South, Stockport. In the 19th

century, Stockport was a town south of Manchester
in Cheshire. The main industries were cotton, silk
and hatting. To this day the town is dominated by
a large brick viaduct, built in 1840 to carry the main
line railway from Manchester to Birmingham and
London. The arrival of the railway in Stockport
gave Sidney Wormald the opportunity to travel
throughout Great Britain addressing gatherings of
dentists on matters relating to reform, education,
examination and registration. He is recorded as
having a weak heart, and his personal attributes
were described as having a genial disposition,
integrity, generosity and loyalty.
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Sidney Wormald the dentist
Sidney Wormald’s education in dentistry would

have been as an apprentice. His first mention in
Stockport was in White’s 1860 Directory of
Cheshire where he is listed under the category
Surgeon Dentist at 30, Wellington Road South,
Stockport. In the Morris Cheshire Directory for
1864 he is listed as a Dentist on Wellington Road
South but the advert simply states his address. The
problems he faced when trying to obtain a
qualification and registration were that he had no
formal education and he had advertised himself as
a dentist in the local newspapers, (Fig 1,2), some
of the adverts being more than just a name and
address.

He first tried to become a registered dentist by
joining the Odontological Society and by
attempting to sit the examination of the Royal
College of Surgeons of England. In 1875 his name
is mentioned in the Transactions of the

Odontological Society of Great Britain as wishing
to become a non-resident member. In 1876 he
achieved some success when he was accepted as a
member of the Odontological Society of Great
Britain. He was however not able to enter for the
LDS exam held by the RCS Eng. In 1876 Sidney
Wormald wrote to the Journal of Dental Science,
stating that he had applied for an LDS at the RCS
Eng.- only to be refused as he had advertised 11
years previously. He was very annoyed by this
refusal and vowed to change the system for himself
and other dentists in the same predicament20.
Despite being rejected by the RCS Eng., as were
many other practicing dentists who wished to be
registered, he turned his attention to persuading the
RCS I to establish an examination for existing
dentists without any formal education21.

 Sidney Wormald entered the first sitting the
LDS of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland.
In the Dentists Register of 1879, he is recorded as
having the qualification Licentiate in Dental
Surgery of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland
dated 1878.

As a dentist he had a considerable practice in
Stockport especially in mechanical dentistry, even
before the introduction of vulcanite. In one obituary
in the local paper, the Stockport Express 8th

September 1898, it stated that he practised as a
dentist for nearly 40 years. He was a member of the
Town Council. In 1883, he was the first Honorary
Dental Surgeon attending Stockport Infirmary. The
Stockport Infirmary was built in 1833 and was two
doors away from his practice, Fig 2.

This appointment would not have been possible
if he had not held the LDS Diploma, as hospital
appointments were limited to those possessing a
medical or dental qualification20  The regulations
for the appointment of any honorary surgeons in
Stockport were: “ to be duly qualified, a resident
in Stockport for five consecutive years within three

Fig 1. Practice Advert Fig 2 Stockport Infirmary 1908 courtesy of Stockport
Local Heritage Library
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miles of the Infirmary and has practised as a
surgeon during the whole of the period of five
years22,23.
The problem with advertising

 In the 18th century and the early part of the 19th

century, it was not uncommon for dentists to place
adverts in local newspapers. Sidney Wormald had
placed several advertisements in the local
newspaper (Fig 3).  It is also interesting to note that
on the same page there was also an advertisement
for an American dentist, graduated from Baltimore,
but working from the premises of a former
watchmaker and jeweller.  These adverts in the
same local newspaper illustrate that advertising was
not confined to those with no formal education.
However, advertising seems to have been more
common outside of London. Dentists working in
large cities, where there was no shortage of patients
were less likely to advertise.  Dentists working in
the provinces where they travelled to several towns
on different days needed to let the public know
when and where they would be working: possibly
a hangover from the travelling dentists of earlier
times. Many dentists only considered advertising
was wrong if the advert contained details of costs
of extractions, dentures etc or made claims that
could not be substantiated. Details of when and
where a dentist was holding a surgery was
considered by many to be acceptable. However, if
dentistry was to be allied to the medical profession,
then advertising had to stop.

The RCS Eng. did not tolerate any form of
advertising so many provincial dentists had been
disqualified from entering their diploma
examination on these grounds. There was clearly
some animosity between London dentists and
provincial dentists, the latter feeling aggrieved that
purely by their circumstances they were barred from
entering for the LDS Eng. and therefore from
registration. At the meeting in Manchester on May
6th 1876 these grievances had been aired24.

It wasn’t only the RCS Eng. that disapproved of
advertising. By the second half of the 19th century
anyone who placed an advert was barred from
joining the College of Dentists and the
Odontological Society. In 1876, Sidney Wormald
reported that despite offering himself as a candidate
for LDS, he was rejected by a note saying that as
he had advertised eleven years ago, he could not
now be accepted. He commented, “The indignation
I felt at being rejected was certainly very great” 25.
However, when Sidney Wormald and his colleagues

Fig 3 Stockport Advertiser 11.1.1867

passed their LDS examination in Ireland it was on
the distinct understanding that they had not
advertised for the past two years and would not
advertise in future26.

By 1879 several other colleges, declared in their
regulations for LDS that every successful candidate,
previous to receiving the Licence, shall declare that
he will not advertise or pursue any other
unbecoming mode of attracting business so long as
he has the Licence in Dentistry of the College27.
The 1878 the Dentists Act protected the name
“dentist” and “dental surgeon” and alluded to some
disquiet about advertising a dental practice and
services. However, there was no specific ban on
advertising although advertising was not considered
appropriate for a professional person. It was not
until the 1922 Act where the use of advertising
either for personal gain or the purpose of procuring
patients was outlawed with the penalty being
erasure from the Register.
Conclusion

 Sidney Wormald was an ordinary dentist
working in Stockport, a northern provincial town.
He was a successful practitioner and could easily
have just continued working in his dental surgery.
Instead, and despite the fact he had no formal
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education, he saw the need for dentists to distance
themselves from the rogues and quacks who were
preying on the unsuspecting public. He had the
foresight to realise that formal training and
examination leading to a recognised qualification
resulting in registration of the profession was the
way forward. He knew that there were many other
established dentists who wished to be registered and
rather than sit back and do nothing he started the
reform of dentistry called, “the Manchester
Movement”. After the initial meetings he travelled
all around the country at his own expense, meeting
dentists and gathering support for the need for
education and training leading to registration. Then
when faced with rejection from the RCS England
he turned to RCS in Ireland for help. When he
achieved this goal, he was in the first group of
dentists to subject himself to the new examination.
Having succeeded in these objectives he remained
loyal to the institutions that had supported dentistry
and was a supporter of efforts to establish dental
schools in Dublin and Edinburgh. He was present
at the inception of the British Dental Association
and when the Midland Branch of the BDA was
formed after a meeting in Manchester in 1880,
Sidney Wormald  stated that there was a lot of work
needed to be done in this new society, the most
arduous of which was to break down isolation
which was a duty for the rising generation7. Sidney
Wormald was a supporter of this first branch of the
BDA and became its treasurer. He was a humble
man with strong convictions, energy and the vision
to develop dentistry into a profession with a
register, examinations and education. He was a hero
of our profession and someone that dental history
must not forget.
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